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An Anatoray_01 Failure
Have you ever, in the pursuit of your
chosen responsibility in this life taken a
diagnosis of your efforts and come up with the
prognosis that you are a failure, an utter,
complete and unadulterated failure?
Maybe you haven't. Maybe you are one
of those smug individuals who believe that
everything you do is right, and because YOU
do-it, it IS right.
Maybe you are one of those individuals
who perform as an exemplary civic leader, a
pious church-goer, a protective parent and an
ardent school patron and educational leader.
We're Hypocrites
If you have selected your inclusion in any
one of the categories I have mentioned above
I want to tell you right now, without fear of
contradiction or reprisal, that you are a congenital hypocrite and an outstanding failure
What is more, as an allegedly responsible editor and publisher I am a hypocrite and
unquestionably the most outstanding failure
of all.
I am the most notable failure among you,
because I have had at my disposal the power
of the press to right some of the evils we live
with daily in our community, and yet, even
though I often have been vociferous and, volatile in some of the blatant evils that surround us in this city, county, state, and nation I have been a failure most of the time in
seeing law and order brought out of the graft,
corruption and law violations that are destroying the very innards of our decency and
certainly destroying and abandoning whatever hopes our children, grandchildren and
their descendants have for a worthwhile future.
What Am I Talking About?
Yes, that's what some of you are saying
right now. If my evaluation of our readers is
as accurate as it has been for nearly 40 years,
you are going to read on, even quickly to see
what else I have to say. This article is going
to be just like a hell-fire and brimstone sermon, or a fiery, finger-pointing speech at a
civic meeting.
Some of you will probably say "you are
right," or "isn't it awful," and indeed it is:
But there the interest stops and we go on our
merry way, fraternizing, accepting the social
amenities of gamblers, bookies, and the worst
instances of all, drug pushers and drug-users.
A Shocking Condition
Today, right at this very moment, there
are children, and I mean children as young as
elementary grade level who can buy a "joint"
of marijuana, amphetamines, even hard drugs
like LSD and heroin, right here in this county and city about as easy as they can buy a
candy bar.
Minors can buy whisky and beer at some
liquor dealers, licensed by the Alcoholic Beverage Administration as simply as they can
buy a coke at a vending machine. There are
several citations in Frankfort now pending
for hearings before the board.
There are persons in this county who
Continued on Page 2
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Neighbors Are Helping Neighbors In Upper
Bottoms, As The River Threatens Bean Crop
The word is out in the western
part of Fulton county this week:
"the river is on a rampage with no
crest in sight" and is induntating
thousands of acres of soybeans in
the upper bottoms area.
In a frantic effort to salvage
what crop they can, threatened
landowners have welcomed whatever help they can from their
more-fortunate neighbors on high
ground, and on Wednesday of this
week there were more than fifty
extra combines going through the
soggy fields gathering what they
could before the high waters take
over.

day morning, and they are working frantically to keep ahead of
the rising waters. On Tuesday
night the available machines in
the area worked past midnight,
and Wednesday morning were
back again at dawn
There is good reason to hurry. The upper bottoms area, not
protected by the levee system, is
being subjected to one of the worst
high-water inundations (for this
time of year) in recent history.
with the river standing at 36 feet
on the Cairo gauge Wednesday
and expected to rise beyond 39
feet by Saturday.

It is the biggest mass of combines ever assembled in the area,
one source told the News Wednes-

At 39 feet, one source told
The News, "the crop in the bottoms is gone."

South Fulton Police Make Chase
And Capture Armed Bandits
Two Negro men, who robbed Elliott's
Grocery on the Martin Highway south of South
Fulton, Monday afternoon were chased down and
captured by South Fulton Police Chief Cleo McClanahan and Constable David Morris minutes
after the robbery.
"It was just a bit of luck," Chief McClanahan told a reporter.
The two men, Joe Ellis
Allen, 18, of Greenfield, Tenn.,
and Homer J. Jones, 23, of
Sharon, Tenn., entered the
store at 222 p.m. Monday. The
owner's wife, Mrs. Gene Elliott,
was alone in the grocery at
the time.
The men ordered some meat
and when Mrs. Elliott went to
get it, one of the two pulled a
.22 caliber revolver and removed $150.00 from the cast
register.
Mrs. Elliott was ordered to
keep quite.
As the robbers left the store,
Mrs. Bobby McCord drove up,
she and passengers in her car
realized what was going on.
As the armed bandits, in a
1968 Plymouth, drove east from
the store, Mrs. Elliott found a
dime and called the South Fulton

police station.
Chief McClanahan quickly
made
a
call to the Fulton
pplice, asking them to head
south on the Country Club Road,
then he and Morris, who also
works as a city Policeman,
took out after the pair.
On Tom Cotmce Road, a
short distance away from the
grocery, the South Fulton police
forced the fleeing robbers into
a dttchi
The two men were turned
over to the Mon County Sheriff
and are charged with armed
robbery, They were taken to
the Obbm County jail at Union
City. A hearing was held at
10 a.m. Tuesday, November 14,
at Union cwt.
The two were bound over to
the January term of the grand
jury and their bond was set at
$25,000 each.

D. YATES congratulates Barney Yates, who has retired as
manager of the meat department at A&P. D. will succeed

(By P. W.)

TOWN TOPICS...

Federal authorities have now set up a
simple little method of passing on such information, and you will not involve yourself.
Simply pick up the telephone and call this
number toll-free: dial 1-800-368-5363, day or
night. The man who answers will answer
"Heroin hot-line", and he is ready to receive
anything you can give him about persons
pushing heroin or other narcotics. He will be
in Washington, D. C.
The "Heroin hot-line" is interested only
in narcotics and hard drugs, and information
concerning lesser drugs such as marijuana
should be reported to local,county or State
(Continued on page 2)
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In a year of unusually high soybean prices,
wet fall weather is threatening to damage or ruin
millions of bushels of beans unharvested in Western Kentucky and Western Tennessee.
Heavy rains have plagued harvesters in
most counties of Kentucky west of Bowling
Green, in a area that produces 90 per cent of the
state's soybean crop.
A U. S. Department of Agriculture official
in Louisville said this week that the 25 million
bushels of beans expected to be produced in the
area this year would be worth about $75 million
under favorable circumstances.
None of the area has escaped
rainfall
problems ''but
the
conditions seem to get worse
the further west you go in the
state,' according to James
Harbek, grain specialist at the
University of Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Substation
near Princeton.
liarbek estimated that about
half of the soybean crop has
been harvested in the Western
Kentucky area but that some
sections are worse off than
others.
In Fulton. Hickman. Carlisle

South Fulton
Commission Meets
The South Fulton Commission
met in regular session Tuesday
night with Mayor K. M. Winston
presiding.
During the short session, the
commissioners
heard
the
second reading of a new voter
qualification ordinance, '72-8.
The length of residency for registered voters In city commissioner elections has been
changed from six months to
thirty days.
City Manager Tom Fullerton
informed the commission that
the City of South Fulton used
under its quota of gas from
Texas Gas Co, during the six
previous months.
Several visitors were present
at the meeting.

The case of Fred Homra, coowner of The Keg Liquor Store
and other liquor stores in Fulton, who was arrested by State
Police Detective on October 9,
Is on the active docket of the
Fulton Circuit Court and probably will be called during the
February term of court, according to Mrs. Ruth Johnson,
Circuit Court Clerk, Hickman.
Homra was arrested by Detective Joe Hill for violation
KRS 244290. lie was charged
Attr selling alcoholic Sfeetirages before the official opening
time oft a.m.
According to law, alcoholic
beverages at liquor stores can
not be sold before 8 a.m. nor
LIVING HERE
after 12 midnight, nor on SunAirs. Connie Verderese, daudays and election day.
and Mrs. Gene
The local liquor store owner i;hter of Air.
appeared before City Judge Don ()wens of South Fulton, is presHill at Fulton City Hall on ently living with her parents,
while her husband finishes his
(Continued on page 6)
overseas duty.

Barney Yates, who has been
employed by A & Pcompany for
the past 28 years, has retired,
and the new manager ofthe meat
department will be D. Yates.
Barney began working for
A & P in 1944. He has worked
under ten different managers
during those 28 years.
Barney would like to thank all
the customers for shopping with
him.
When asked his plans for the
future, he stated that he plans
to visit his children and grandchildren...and do some fishing.
D. Yates began with A & P In
1949 in the coffee department.
He hired in with A & P, while
Leon Fields was manager. He
has been in the meat department with Mr. Yates since 1950.
The new meat department
manager hopes Barney's cus-

in the field a little longer unless the weatherman does an
about face and gives this area
a little sunshine.
Almost three-quarters of an
inch of rain drenched Obion
County and this area of Kentuck) Sunday night and Monday
morning and the bean crop
quality is now slipping, not
to mention the losses in some
varieties that pop out when not
harvested on time.
'Disaster area' feared

With soybeans selling for
$3.39 a bushel yesterday at
nearby
Hickman,
Charles
Padgett, Hickman County farm
and Ballard counties, all lying agent, said he believed that
along the Mississippi River, 80 per cent of the
35,000 acres
and in some other counties, of Hickman soybeans
remains
farm agents describe the soy- in the fields.
bean
harvest
situation as
-The rain is beginning to
-serious" or 'on the verge of hurt real bad,
and if we don't
critical".
get some good weather soon
Oblon County, Tennessee Hickman County will
be a disfarmers have what is believed aster area,"
Padgett said at
to be their biggest soybean Clinton, the county
seat.
crop ever and most are expectHe estimated the value of
ing bumper yields but still they beans left in
the fields at
are unhappy because of this $2.8 million.
Although some
crop still in the fields.
loss already has been inflicted,
The way the situation looks Padgett said, "we
still can salright now, this crop will stay vage a pretty good
crop if we
get some good weather.'
John Watts, county agent in
Fulton, which adjoins Hickman
on the west, said yesterday an
estimated 75 per cent of the
soybean crop there remains in
the fields, lie predicted
a
10 per cent quality loss from
conditions already inflicted and
The Fulton Lions Club is also estimated that 8 per cent
diligently working on the 1972 of the bean crop there remains
version of its annual Minstrel in the fields and "we are reShow, which will be presented ceiving some damage everyday
on Monday and Tuesday nights, of delay.' Ballard's soybean
Nov. 20 and 21 at Carr Audi- acreage has risen to about 50,
torium.
000, Edwards said.
This event is the main fund
Some lowland fields along
raising project of the local both the Mississippi River and
club and is always a good show. Ohio River are threatened by
This year should be no excep- high water as well as rainfall.
tion.
Edwards noted that soybeans
In the past, the Lions pro- in unflooded fields may somemoted Memorial Stadium and times be harvested after the
recently have been the moving ground freezes or even the
force behind the iMprovements Hest ..spriag but that flooding
at City Park. All monies re- usually causes total loss.
ceived from its projects are
Edwards and other agents
spent in the Twin Cities area. said much of the crop could
One of the three Boy Scout be salvaged with a week or
Troops in Fulton is sponsored two of favorable weather.
by the Lions Club.
Christian County agent J. R.
Lions International have long Davie said about half of that
been active in sight conser- county's 50,000 acres of soyvation work and in aid to those beans have not been harvested.
handicapped.
visually
The
Davie also noted that the
Fulton club pursues this work
(Continued on page ti)
in this community.

Lions Minstrel
To Be Held
Nov.20 - 21

tomers wiii continue to traae
with A & P and he plans to
keep the meat market as Mr.
Yates trained him.
D. and the meat market employees want to say •thanks•
to Barney and wish him the
best of luck.
Barney was born Jan. 8
1909, in Graves County near
Pilot 04. He is the son of
the late George and Ancie
Yates. lie attended school at
Pilot Oak and left there moving
to Fulton in 1937.

Barney was married to Miss
Opal Russell on December 25,
1929. Mr. Yates and his wife,
who reside at 609 Wells Avenue, have one son, Billie, who
resides at both Fulton and Alton,
Illinois, as he is employed on
the river; and three daughters,
Mrs. Dixie Simon of Jackson,
Michigan, Mrs. Reel Wiman of
Fayetteville, North Carolina,
Mrs. Martha Hartsell ofSwanton, Ohio. They have 10 grandchildren and one great-grandchild.
Barney was first employed
Barney is a Methodist.
D. Yates was graduated from
by Clint Reed at the City Dairy
for three years, then for legs Cuba High School in 1947. He
than a year he was employed lettered four years in basketby Pure Milk Company. He ball. He was captain of the
worked exactly three years for team his senior year. D. was
the Henry I. Siegel Company the leading scorer on the team.
before joining the A & P com- He was voted the best player
pany.
in 1946, and won the state honorable mention in the year 1947.

"Fulton Reeking In Drugs", Says Law Officer
By Ouida Jewell

Do you, as an adult or a teen-ager, have
information that could put the finger on a
narcotics "pusher"? Would you like to give
this information to someone but don't want to
get yourself involved in any manner by doing
so?

,,bray

reridlcal

Barney Yates Retires From A&P
With D. Yates As Meat Manager

Barney as manager.

Kentucky Windage

Fred Homra
Arrested On
Law Violation

Thursday, November 16 19','

10c

"Fulton is reeking in drugs," a local law
enforcement officer told this reporter recently.
Could we blame this on the fact that Fulton is in the center area of three universities?
And, that our town, with its night spots and
legal booze, is the play-ground for a great
number of students from these universities —
ospecially, two of them, UTM and Murray
State?
Some drugs have made their way from
Mexico via Carbondale, Ill., then Murray and
on to Fulton Drop-offs have been made here.
At least one, in a fence row.
Other drugs are believed to arrive here
directly from the South.
Just a week ago fourteen persons, some
of them UTM students, were arrested at Martin on drug charges.
"If our town is reeking in drugs, why
aren't more arrests made," someone asked.
This isn't as easy as it might seem, law
officers have discovered.

As the law stands now, first offender:
an be sentenced to a year in the county jail
or receive a $500 fine, or both, while second
offenders can get penitentiary sentences.
There is much debate about the use of
marijuana. Some 'authorities" say that it is
not habit-forming, while others maintain that
it is, and is harmful to the mind and body.
But whether it is, or isn't most users of
hard drugs testify that they began on marijuana and graduated to the harder stuff.
Drugs, like alcohol, are often used as a
means of escaping the frustrations of life.
Modern clinicians agree that chronic and excessive use of drugs, or alcohol, is not so much
a moral problem as a symptom of a severe
emotional disorder.
he problem of the individual drug addict is much more serious than that of the alcoholic. If he uses either morphine or heroin
(both opium derivatives), he soon develops a
strong physiological dependence upon the
drug, so that if he does not take it regularly —
Continued on Page 6

Lt. CoL David Holland

Li. Col. Holland
Receives Army
Service Medal

D. is a member of the Bethlehem Methodist Church at Pilot
Oak. He is church treasurer
Army Lieutenant Colonel
and lay leader. He is a mem- David K. Holland, son of Mrs.
ber of the Water Valley Masonic Lillian C. Holland, Route 4,
Lodge.
Hickman, recently received the
Meritorious Service Medal at
D. is married to the former
the Pentagon, Washington, D, C,
Wanda Sue Tucker. They have
The medal provides recognia son, William D. Jr., a seventh tion for a degree of
exceptional
grader at Cuba High School and meritorious service
or achia junior high basketball player; evement falling between the
and a daughter, Wanda Lanell, standards of the
Legion of
who is in the second grade at Merit and the Army CommendaCuba School.
tion Medal.
Lt. Col, Holland earned the
award during his last assignment with Headquarters, U.S.
Army
Material Command,
Washington, D.C.
The Colonel is now serving
as Chief of the Personnel DiNews subscribers are ad- vision in Headquarters Comvised that there will be no pany,
U. S. Army Element,
paper published next week, due Office of the Joint Chiefs of
to the fact that Thanksgiving, Staff at the Pentagon.
coming on Thursday, presents
The Colonel holds the Puran insurmountable printing and ple Heart, 13 awards of the
distribution problem.
Air Medal, two awards of the
Local news of importance Legion of Merit, two awards of
will be published and distributed the Bronze Star Medal and the
with the usual distribution of the Army Commendation Medal.
Fulton Shopper Wednesday, and
Lt. Col. Holland received his
all regular News subscribers in Bachelor's Degree in 1962 from
this area will receive a copy the University
of
Omaha,
fo the Shopper on Wednesday Omaha, Neb. His wife, Claire,
lives in Fairfax, Virginia.
morning as a substitute.

No "News"
Next Week

NOTEBOOK
Continued from Page 1
worst,
have working arrangements with the
the
most notorious gambling syndicates in
Nation.
There are men of the cloth, men and wosomen of finance, men and women of high
are
who
ons,
professi
cial status, men of the
open
members of organizations who permit
s
machine
slot
en
wide-op
even
gambling, yea,
is rightwho hypocritically pretend that there
fraternity.
ness in this conspiracy of the social
No Misunderstanding
Don't misunderstand me. I am not opposbeverages.
ed to legalized sale of alcoholic
Most of the dealers in this county are lawabiding, good and decent people. I think most
of them are discriminated against in the prohibitive occupational taxes they pay because
of the nature of their business, and that's not
fair.
It is a legal business regulated by Kentucky statute, and most of the 14 liquor dealers in the county assiduously abide by the
law. But the few dealers who flaunt the law,
even laugh at it sometimes, ought to be closed, padlocked, and publicly ridiculed for their
contributions to the general corruption this
county endures because of the alleged influence, in high places, of certain dealers.

Do You Remember This?
From Our Picture Album

-

KENTUCKY WINDAGE
(Continued from page 1)
channels.
I just talked to the man on the "Heroi
Hot Line" before I wrote this, and he Sal
that information on narcotics, even from sue el
small communities such as this, is consider
important. You need not give your name or
your telephone number to him, and no attempt will be made to contact you again. The
federal authorities will pick up the trail from
there
Mrs. Kit Bond, the young wife of the ne
Governor-elect of Missouri, is the forme
Carolyn Reid of Owensboro, and if we had
had the "Miss Kentucky" pageant down here
several years ago (as we could have), she
probably would have come here to appear in
it instead of going to Louisville, which she
did.
Being a transplated Missourian to Kentucky, 1 was also interested in a remark that
Carolyn made during an interview following
Kit's successful campaign:"If a Missouri politician's wife isn't from Missouri, then the next
best thing is to be from Kentucky . . . everywhere we went during the campaign we encountered Missourians with Kentucky ties
who made me welcome."
So be of good cheer, you young people.
You are growing up in a good and respected
State, and if eventually you migrate elsewhere, your old home will forever be one of
your assets. Our own 'son, going to work in
far-off Honolulu last Spring, discovered that
there were three other Kentuckians on the
news staff of the same radio and TV station.
Awl in California, where he now is, all one
has to do to make lots of quick friends is to
let the word get out that you're "from Kentucky."

.•
•

Our Neglected Youth
I have the greatest hatred for those silly,
stupid, arrogant parents who charge other
THE SERVICEMEN IN VIETNAM ware well remembered, about Thanksgiving time ivory year. with the mailing of giant
parents with lack of discipline when the
a
beset
people
gift-filled Christmas boxes such as the above. The whole idea was spearheaded by the late Chailonn Dixon, shown hoe loadyoung
of
s
growing problem
ing the boxes for the postoffic• with the assistance of Sonny Puckett.
home.
I can say without fear of contradiction,
birthday.
and with facts backed up by law officers that
FROM TEE FIL
the drug problem in this county and city and
Miss Sue Easley, daughter of Mr. and Mr'
this area has reached epidemic proportions.
Easley of Fulton became the bride ef
Herman
the
A 12-year child was brought into custody
William Edward Byars, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
other day for smoking "pot." Not a night goes
in the parlor of the First Methodist
I
Byars,
adults,
young
by that children, I don't mean
morning, Nov. 7, at 10 o'clock in
Friday
Church
mean 14, 15, 16-year-olds who are apprehend.
morning
the
thcir
in
"grass"
lls,
ed for having addicting-pi
possession, and still life goes on.
TWENTY YEARS AGO
Miss Jean Atkins, bride-elect of Don Sensing,
Young people are mad, disenchanted,
1952
14,
BER
NOVEM
Y,
FRIDA
honored at a lovely luncheon Saturday at
genwas
older
even hostile at the attitudes of this
at the New Southern Hotel in JackThis is Royalty time in West Kentucky. The one o'clock
eration. They feel they cannot stop the syndiFred Standley, the former Mary
Mrs.
with
mason,
slot
spell
ng
the
breathi
halt
schools in the area are taking a
cated gamblers; they cannot
this city, hostess.
of
,
Wilford
a
Beth
now that the frenzy of competiting and hard
chines in private clubs; they cannot build
the
in
for
ate
ruler
particip
royal
the
cannot
name
work has been done to
youth center; they
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
development of this community because the their respective classes.
the
"old folks" are the power structure and the
climax
a
to
came
tion
competi
NOVEMBER 25, 1927
In Fulton the
"old folks" are just hoping to Hades that
After
Follies.
Junior
annual
the
at
night
y
Tuesda
door
The last football game of the 1927 season
problem that happened to the kid next
weeks of participating in various projects to elect
Wednesday, with Murray, on their
played
be
just won't happen in their home.
Miss
that
were
their queen and king the results
is in fine shape after being victeam
The
field.
their
get
of
So what do the kids do? They
Beverly Hill, winsome and vivacious daughter
City last Friday.
Union
over
torious
is
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Hill was elected as queen to
"kicks" from substances whose rosy view
this
like
year.
failures
rule over Fulton High during the coming
not real, while miserable
newspaper editor stand by and reports the
Accountant Thomas H. Chapman is at work
Having no competition-where sentiment was
news as it appears on the books, not as it redconcerned was the election of King Bailey Bin- auditing the city books for South Fulton for a
ly is!
ford, popular football star, musician and all- period of ten or eleven years back so the present
around good fellow of the school. Bailey was administration will have a certified record of all
stricken with poio in September and has been money collected and paid out during that time
A Solution
confined to the Isolation Hospital in Memphis for future reference, and for the satisfaction of
These young people know what they're since that time. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. the citizenship.
doing is wrong. But what are we giving them Bob Binford.
as an alternative?
Rev. H. L. Hinch, pastor of the First CumAt South Fulton another popular student,
recent
to
a
going
from
am
I
ated
failure
recuper
has
own
tely
my
fortuna
ease
berland Presbyterian Church of Fulton has acTo
who
take a very early trip to Frankfort. I am going attack of polio, was elected Queen of the Foot- cepted a call for the First Cumberland Presbyof terian Church in Dyersburg and will enter upon
to prevail on Governor Ford to send special ball team. She is lovely Ann Bowen, daughter
the
find
to
county
Bowen.
the
Tansel
to
his duties as postor the first Sunday in DecemMr. and Mrs.
re-inforcements
ber.
source of the drug problems, and the violation
of the licensed beverage laws.
Miss Jean Hyland and Jimmy Lowery were
The Lions Club will hold their annual
I am going to ask the Kentucky Crime
to a delightful planned surprise birthday
hosts
source
the
find
to
and
us
help
iving banquet tonight, Nov. 25, at the
to
Thanksg
sion
Commis
party last Thursday night at the One and All Usona Hotel for the members and their guests.
of the drug supply in this area.
15th
her
on
Burgess
Club, honoring Miss Beverly
And I want to thank the law officers, and
o do?
real purpose of the cruise was he
state detectives for the almost hopeless task
for Tim to unearth an Albanian TO SERVE THEM ALL MY
d.
FULTON'S
terrorist and explosives expert DAYS, by R F, Delderfiel
they are encountering in the drug matter
in the town This story is about an England
to
disguise
in
ought
living
who
people
the
of
without the help
and
of Rothesay on the Island of emerging from the horrors
care what's happening to our community.
Only Tim knew what bloodshed of the 1914-18 war
Bute.
As Into the twenty years ofchange,
Jan Struga looked like.
that
In this manner maybe I won't be such a
the cruiser entered Rothesay upheaval and uneasy peace
BY LUCY DANIEL
see
I
until
Decima
ended with the Second World
harbor it blows up.
hypocrite, but I'll still be a failure
comes to in the hospital, the War. A schoolmaster, David
some persons, doing business under Kentucky
who survives
New Books at the Fulton Public day Jack Winston brought his other three people who were on Powlett-Jones,
betor
s
busines
of
the dreary carnage of the WestLaw, and violating it, out
bride Connie home to Forest board have disappeared.
Library are:
a teacher
become
no
to
Edge where a party of neigh- THE COMPLETE BOOK OF ern Front
ter behind bars, where hopefully there is
'public'
N LIVINGSTON SEA- bors had gathered to welcome SEWING, Here, in a single fact- at a remote English
JOHATHA
s.
peddler
ce
influen
maturing
pay-off to political
gradually
GULL, by Richard Bach. Peo- her. As a toast was offered, packed book, is all you have school,

4

urning Back The Clock

I

Roy Morris, young son of Eddie Morris in
South Fulton, thought he had made a great
.discovery last week, as you will note from the
comments in Ouida's column in this issue.
The excitement was further compounded by
the fact that the.- old certificate had no advertising printing on it of any kind. It looked
and felt like the geuine thing.
Even L. M. McBride, President of the
City National Bank, wasn't certain that it
wasn't a genuine, 132-year-old bank note until-he was able to produce another copy that
the bank had printed four years ago as a promotion gimmick for their auto finance department.
Anyhow, the visit down to see Eddie Morris to pick up his son's bogus "certificate"
wasn't a total loss. While there, Eddie gave
me a bottle of his firm's "Green Magic Shampoo", which contains Vitamin E. Eddie says
the shampoo with the valuable Vitamin E is
so good for your hair and scalp that you
should wash often whether you need to or
not. It isn't on the market yet, but watch for
it at your favorite counter.

jihrory Conner

No Purist
I'm no purist, as you well know,and I do
not pretend to be. And thank goodness I am
not getting mellow. Gee, thank goodness I'm
not getting mellow.
THE FULTON'COUNTY
Foul and

i0hallela

lq/..:.oitqa
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"A long life and happiness for
Mrs. Winston,' the door opened
and a woman, tall and beautiful,
stood smiling, "Which Mrs.
Winston?" Connie was stunned.
She had believed Jack's first
wife to be dead, not divorced.
But, Rhoda was very arrogantly
alive.
CANCER: The Wayward Cell.
Victor
by
Richards. This
book presents in lucid and concise terms the main facts known
today about cancer. It Is threeted to laymen willing to make a
THE BOYS OF SUMMER, by modest effort to understand the
Roger Kahn. This is a book biology of cells, and to many
about some young men who doctors and scientist who do
learned to play baseball dur- not specialize in the study of
ing the 1930s and 1940s in such cancer. It combines a scientplaces as Reading, Pennsyl- ific and humanistic approach
Indiana; to the sujbect in an effort to
Anderson,
vania;
Plainfield, New Jersey; Woon- temper the cold facts of science
socket, Rhode Island, and then with personal concern for patwent on to play for one of the ients and their families.
professional RED SKY AT NIGHT, by Hugh
exciting
most
Wheen Decima
teams that the major leagues McCuthceon.
Brooklyn Thrale, lovely, lively and infielded—the
ever
Dodgers of the 1950s—the team dependent, flew from London to
that broke the color barrier Glasgow to join Tim, her
with Jackie Robinson and set fiance, for a week on a friend's
many other records besides. cabin cruiser off the west coast
THE FIRST MRS. WINSTON, by pf Scotland, she knew Tim's
dentions. She did not guess the
Rae Foley. On their wedding

ple who make their own rules
When they know they're right...
people who get a special pleasure out of doing something
well (even if only for themknow
who
selves.., people
there's more to this whole living
thing than meets the eye:
they'll be with Jonathan Seagull all the way. Others may
simply escape into a delightful
adventure about freedom and
flight. Either way it's an un.
common treat.

always wanted to know about from a shell-shocked veteran
sewing—sewing for yourself, scarcely older than his charges
for your family and friends-- into a great headmaster, whose
even sewing fine needlework influence touches and changes
gifts. This one volume, used the lives of hundreds of boys
in conjunction with your own who pass through his care.
sewing machine manual, will AMERICA and the Gilded Age,
provide the answer to every by Fon W. Boardman, Jr. In
question you may have about 1876 the United States celebrasewing. No longer need you ted its first hundred years of
search through book after book independence with a great Cenfor the solution.
For the
tennial Exposition.
ELEPHANTS CAN REMEM- nation, Just shakily reunited
BER, by Agatha Christie. This after the agony of the Civil
is a story of a cause celebre, War and the bitterness of Rea strange crime of the past that construction, the next quarter of
casts a shadow on another gen- century was to see remarkable
eration. At the time, the double changes in both the typle and
suicide of General and Lady atmosphere of American life.
Ravenscroft had caused a flurry
of headlines, but the case had THE BLUEGRASS SONGBOOK,
been satisfactorily delt with by Dennis Cyporyn. In THE
by the police and forgotten by BLUEGRASS SONGBOOK _Denthe public. Fifteen years later, nis Cyporyn brings the fan and
to her complete surprise, Mrs. the fancier not just Bluegrass
Ariadne Oliver, the novelist, words and music, but a faswas asked to answer a start- cinating history of the art and
ling question had the husband the people who have been apart
is
Bluegrass music
killed the wife or the wife of it
killed the husband? Because great entertainment. And whethe answer concerned her god- ther you're a devotee or grew up
daughter, Celia Ravenscroft, with it, you'll enjoy getting into
Mrs. Oliver brought her pro- this Volume and finding out more
blem toa detective. What should about it.

So we had a good treasure hunt story
blow up just as it was picking up steam, but
while I am on the subject, let me tell you of
two other stories.
The first involved a real, genuine treasure hunt that unearthed a reported $20,000
in buried money out near Dukedom several
years ago.
One afternoon someone from the Dukedom area called me to report that several
heirs of an estate originally based in the
Dukedom area were in possession of an old
family map, and were digging around an old
farm and locating all kinds of buried money
and valuables. They called and suggested that
I might want to get my camera and go take
some pictures.
I thought about it, and didn't go. In the
first place, it would have been a dirty trick to
publicize such a private affair, and in the second place, any publicity would surely have
brought hundreds of trespassers with shovels,
lanterns and flashlights digging up the whole
place.
If the heirs found all the money and valuables, and departed for their respective
homes in Detroit, and Chicago, and St. Louis
happy, more power to them. Maybe they overlooked a jar or two that somebody will plow
up one of these days. I don't even know —
now — where this particular farm is around
Dukedom.
The second story involves something that
is still buried, and even though in its present
state it may not be worth anything, it might
be interesting to dig it up.
According to my information, there once
lived an elderly gentleman somewhere between Fulton and Pierce Station who owned
a Model T Ford that he couldn't drive any
more, and didn't want to sell.
So he procedeed to have his farm hands
dig a hole about 10 feet deep on his farm,
lowered the car into the hole, covered it up,
and it's still there.
There is a lady in South Fulton who says
she knows someone who can lead me to the
spot.
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Sharye Owens and Mike
Beadles shared the honors on
their 16th birthday with a surprise party on Saturday, November 4, at the home of Miss
Owens' parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Owens, Richard Street.
The guest list included the
guests of honor, Elaine May,
Charlotte Seard, Susan Watts,
Sandy Cardwell, Patty Ross,
Janet Long, Cathy Sensing,
Sherry Hagan, Johnny Jones,
Ronald Parham, Alan Dedmon,
Greg Bondurant, Greg Vaughn,
Steve Taylor, Randy Rushing,
Lynn Fozzard, Randy HenderGrissom and
son, Robert
Scotty Wright.
Others attending were: Mrs.
Carl Puckett, Mrs. Stanley
Beadles, Carla and Shannon
Owens, sisters of the honoree.
Another sister, Cathy, was in
the hospital.

November 17--A1 Bushart,
Tommy Taylor, November 18
--W. L. Holland, November 19
--Tommy Smith, Becky Puckett, Charles Whitnel, Jr. November 20-- Mrs. Gladys SanMrs. J. T. firundige,
ders,
McKendree, Janice
Mignon
Henson Page; November 21-Jerry Creason, November 22
--Andy Batts, Joe Weaks, Jr.,
November 23--Mrs. Smith Atkins, Howard West,Jones GamMrs. Nancy Barry James
Peggy Smith, Norman of Fulton and Billy Joe-James
blin,
Terry.
of Union City announce the enengagement of their daughter,
Miss Nancy Jo James to John
Shaw flacon, Jr. son of Mr.
A re-creation of 16th cen- and Mrs. John Shaw Bacon of
tury yuletide feasts will he Hick man.
presented November 28 - 29
The setting for the union
when UT Martin celebrates its will be the First United Methfirst annual Madrigal Christ- odist Church, Hickman, Friday,
mas Dinners, Dr Herb F. December 29, at 6:30 in the
Reinhard, assistant vice chan- evening.
Miss James is presently
cellor for academic affairs
attending Murray State Unihas announced.
Complete with Elizabethan versity where she is a senior
costumes, the program will in- majoring in business education.
dude a madrigal chorus, a Her freshman and sophomore
strolling minstrel and trumpe- years she was a cheerleader for
teen- heralding each course . of Murray State University. Her
the meal. Flaming plum pud- junior year, she served as
ding, the boar's head proces- president of Alpha Omicron Pi
sional and the wassail toast to Sorority and currently she Is
rush chairman of Alpha Omithe Christmas season are also
cron Pi Sorority and president
traditional parts of the madof Pi Omega Pi Business Edrigal celebration.
ucation Honorary Fraternity.

At a meeting of the board
of directors of the Fulton Jaycees, it was announced that
the
budget for this year's
Christmas Basket project would
be set at $2,500, and the goal
would be to distribute 100 baskets.
Applications are now
being accepted by the local
Jaycees.
Plans are being made for
the annual radio appeal to the
local citizens for donations to
the baskets, and the date will
be announced later.
Applications for the baskets
will be accepted until the 15th
of December.
The board also discussed the
annual Christmas lighting contest award, and Brady Williamson was named chairman of
this event. This year's event
FULTON, Ky., Nov. 11—Mr.
should be the largest ever with
cash prizes as well astropheys. and Mrs. Eugene Bondurant
will observe their golden wedding anniversary at an open
PHEASANT HUNT
Junior Graddy, Billy West- house Sunday, Nov. 19, between
moreland and several other the hours of 2 p.m. and 4:30
local men have returned from p.m. at their home on Fulton
a western pheasant hunt.
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covered it up,

She is a 1969 graduate of Fulton
County High School where she
was salutatorian of her class.
The groom-elect is a 1968
graduate of Fulton County High
School and is presently a senior
State University
at Murray
where he Is majoring in marketing. He is a member of the
Marketing Club as well as a
member and past vice president of Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity.
The couple will graduate in
May of 1973.
Miss James' maternal grandMrs. Mary B.
parents are
Barry of Hickman and Harry
Barry, also of Hickman. Her
paternal grandparents are E; W.
James of Union City and the
late Mrs. Maggie James.
Mr. Bacon's grandparents are
the late Andrew Clark and Clara
Shaw Bacon and the late Ernest
Duval and Loula Ramage Johnson.

Miss Carmen Gardiner, dau- man. Other groomsmen will be
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bill Long of Pekin, Illinois,
R. Gardiner, 210 Franitie Lane, brother-In-law of the groom,
South Fulton, is today announ- Gordon Wade of Fulton, cousin
cing final plans for her wed- of the groom, Bob Gardiner of
ding to Charles Thomas Holt, Water Valley, cousin of the
son
of the Rev. and Mrs. bride, David Hicks and Scotty
James Holt, Route Three, Mar- Boyd, both of Fulton and friends
tin, Tennessee.
of the groom.
Bob
and
Wade
The wedding will be at sevenGordon
thirty in the evening:Novem- Gardiner will also serve as
ber 24, In the sanctuary of the ushers.
McConnell
Baptist
Church, Mrs. Nelson Tripp will be the
McConnell, Tennessee. Reve- vocalist and Miss Susan Warrend James Holt minister of ren, the organist.
the church and father of the
Miss Kathy Meacham of
groom will offilate.
Fulton, cousin of the groom, will
Miss Gardiner has chosen
preside at the guest register
Miss Janet Taylor of South
for the wedding. Miss Denise
Fulton as her maid of honor.
Halley of Martin, friend of the
Mrs. Bill Long
of Pekin,
bride, will preside at the guest
Illinois, sister of the groom,
register for the reception.
will serve as matron of hoJanet Harris, Nina Ross
nor.
Bridesmaids will be her Griffin, Connie Frields, Bonita
cousins, Miss Barbara Allen Bynum, Amanda Meadows, Jan
and Miss Catherine Allen, both Clement and Suzette Potter will
of Birmingham, Alabama, Miss assist in serving at the recepLynn Wade, cousin of the groom tion.
All relatives and friends of
and Miss Dawna Braswell,
friend of the bride, both of the couple are invited to the
wedding and the reception truFulton.
Mr. Holt has chosen Dam?. medlately
following
the
of the church.
Wale? Valley, cousin

Jaycees Plan
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charge of seasonal decorations
in the United Methodist Church
In Dyersburg.
Mrs. Arch Huddleston, chairman of the department, announced that there will not be a department meeting in December,
but a combined meeting with
the general meeting of the Woman's Club on December 1.
Mrs. Win Whitnel, member of
the program committee, announced that a special program
of Christmas music will be
presented at that time and all
members are urged to attend.
A social hour followed the
program when coffee and delicious
tea
dainties
were
served.
The hostesses were Mrs.
Lawson Roper, Mrs. Ray Graham, Mrs. Leon Browder, Mrs.
H. H. Murphy, Mrs„Fred Patton
and Mrs. Sam Winston.
Mrs. James Green, Fulton
Woman's Club president, presided at the coffee service.

Carmen Gardiner Announces
Completed Wedding Plans

, genuine treaported $20,000
kedom several
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Mrs. Lloyd Noble, Dyersburg, presented a delightful
program of timely interest on
"Chrismon Symbols" to the
Home and Garden Department
Friday
afternoon
at
the
Woman's Club building.
Mrs. Noble gave an interesting history of how the Chrlsmon
Symbols came into modern day
use as Christmas tree decorations. They were first used,
she said, by the early Christians in jewelry, pottery and
other things to designate themselves as Christians.
Chrismon is a coined word for
Christ and monograms, meaning monograms or decorations
with a religious significance.
Mrs. Noble displayed a beautiful collection of hand-made
Chrismons, assisted by Mrs.
Kenneth Lewis, and gave the
Biblical reference for each
sybol.
Mrs. Virginia Stokes introduced Mrs. Noble, who is in

Arts And Crafts
Exhibit And
Sale Dec. 2

Jan Bell Sharp

Miss Jan Sharp And Dr. Oliver
To Be Married In December
Mr. and Mrs Eddie E. Bell of South Fulton,
announce the engagement of their daughter, Jan
Bell Sharp, to Dr. David Allan Oliver, son of Mrs.
Elmer Oliver, and the late Mr. Oliver of Martin.
A December wedding is planned.
Mrs. Sharp was graduated from the University of Tennessee at Martin and is presently employed by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co. in
Memphis. Dr. Oliver was graduated from the University of Tennessee at Martin and the University of Tennessee College of Medicine in Memphis. He completed his internship in the Los Angeles, California. He is presently in practice in
Greenfield, Tennessee.

We just about had a 'capacity
crowd" in our dinning room on
Tuesday for the November
birthday party given by the TrCounty Homemakers. Fiftytwo patients gathered in the
dining room for this event. How
nice to see so many able to
come and enjoy the fun!
Sharing the spotlight as guests
of honor this month were Mrs.
Louenie Copeland, Mrs. Mary
Dowdy, Mrs. Mildred Luton,
Mrs. Elsie Williams, and Mrs.
Maggie McNeilly, all of whom
have birthdays in November.
Mrs. Gilbert Bizzle was in
charge of this party, assisted
by Mrs. Charles Batts, Mrs.
Bud Hall, Mrs. James Jackson,
Mrs. Wayne Lawrence, Mrs.
Bober O'Neill, and Mrs. Lester
Patrick.
Everyone enjoyed group singing of hymns with Mrs.Charles
Batts at the piano, and then the

guests of honor blew out the
candles on their birthday cake
and open their gifts. Each one
two small picture
received
frames. I saw some cute
grandchildren's pictures that
have already found their way
into these frames, and I'll bet
we will be seeing a lot more
of these.
Christmas will soon be here
and next month we are looking
forward to celebrating our December birthdays and having a
Christmas party on the same
day. This promises to be a
"swinging party'. I hear that
Santa may even be here that
day 1
CIRCLE HAS POT-LUCKThe Annie Armstrong Circle
met Monday night at the home
of Mrs. Pete Green for a potluck supper.

Debra Capps Becomes Bride Of
William Richard Lounder

December 2 has been chosen
as the day for all residents of
Western Kentucky and Western
Tennessee to see one of the
greatest exhibits of Arts and
Crafts ever staged in this area.
The exhibit and sale will be
held at Carr Auditorium from
1 to 5 p.m. and an auction will
start at 7 p.m.
The Fulton City Band Parents
are sponsoring the event and
are
now in the process of
obtaining material from area
residents. The Fulton Art Guild
is cooperating with the Band
Parents and is donating a Don
Carmicheal original which will
be raffled off and each member
of the Guild is donating a
painting. The Art Guild will
also have an exhibit of paintings to enhance the affair.
Don Carmicheal, an up and
coming Soling artist and now
an art instructor at Union Unversity, is listed in the top
20 best artists in the Nation.
Some recent paintings have sold
for more than moderate prices.
Mr. Carmichael expects to be
present for the exhibit.
The exhibit and sale is open
to the public and everyone is
invited to attend. There will be
hand-made crafts available,
many of which are one of a
kind.
Arts and Crafts of all catagories are being solicited and
anyone who wishes to contribute is asked to call Mrs. J. L.
Jones at 472-1226.
All proceed s from the sale and auction will go toward the support
of the Fulton High Band.

tapers in honor and only attendant, Her
Glowing yellow
seven-branched candelabra en- street length dress of blue
twined with boxwood and white polyester was accented at the
gladioli and daisies in a bas- waistline with a soft leather
ket tied with a yellow satin belt, featured a stand-up neckbow formed the background in line and long puffed sleeves.
The annual Awards Banthe South Fulton Baptist Church She wore pinned at her shoulder
for the early fall wedding of a colonial corsage of white quet at the Fulton Country Club
will be held Saturday, NovemMiss Debra Ann Capps and daisies.
Tommy Pruett
of Fulton ber 18, with trophies and prizes
William Richard Lounder.
awarded to the men,
being
best
man.
Parents of the bride are served as
For her daughter's wedding, women and junior winners in the
Mrs. Tolbert Dallas of Fulton and Bobby G. Capps or Mrs. Dallas wore a lovely blue 1972 tournaments.
All members are invited and
Union City Tennessee. Grand- knit dress accented with coverparents of the bride are Mrs. ed buttons. She wore navy asked to make reservations at
and Mrs. Elmo Califs of Martis* actessorais and, a,corsage of the pro shops. iii,catered dinner
will be served. The 'price is
Tennessee 'and Mx!. and Mrax!,witpiclouble carnations.
6. Warm) itithsesrarehe,462.56 per'tenant •
David J. Capps of Union city.
The drawing for the free
threebridegroom,
chose
a
The groom's parents are Mn.
and Mrs. V. G. Warren of piece suit of navy knit with a membership dues will be held
South Fulton.
Grandparents white shell. She wore navy following the dinner.
Mrs.
and
Max McDade
of the groom are W. D. Owen accessories and a coursage of
Jasper Vowell are the 1972
and the late Mrs. Owen, also white double carnations.
Mrs. David Capps, paternal Golf Champions.
of South Fulton. and Mr. and
Mrs. Batley Lounder of Van- grandmother of the bride, wore
a blue knit dress with navy
MICHIGAN VISITOR, ,
ceboro, Maine.
The Reverend Gerald Stow accessories and a single carMrs. Nick Nichols of Lansof South Fulton officiated at nation coursage. Mrs. Elmo ing, Mich. is spending a few
the double ring ceremony. Jus- Califs, maternal grandmother days in Fulton with her partin W. Brabham II of Fulton of the bride, was wearing a ents, iMr. and Mrs. Pete Green.
provided the only vocal selec- mauve dress with black accestion, accompanying himself on sories and a single carnation
corsage.
the classical guitar.
Reception
The bride, given in marMr. and Mrs. Justin W.
riage by her father, was govmed
An officers training session
In a street length creation of Barbham, II, entertained with for 44t club officers at Cayce
silk
organza overlaid with a reception at their home, 805 was held on Wednesday, NoFrench lace, styled by Gina Walnut Street, following the vember 8, according to Dave
Originals.
Silk organza en- wedding.
Hornbeck, County 4-11 Agent.
Serving were Miss Cindy The officer's responsibilities
hanced a roll collar and the
bishop sleeves at the wrists. Craven and Miss Linda Stokes, were pointed out and the proHer
misty
veil of
bridal both of Fulton.
per procedure for conducting
When the couple left on a
illusion fell from a caplet
the business meeting was disof white daisies and French honeymoon trip to Kentucky cussed.
lace. She carried a bouquet Lake, the bride wore a light
The officers were then 'given
of white daisies centered with blue pantsuit.
officers' books and the
Mr. and Mrs. Lounder are their
a white orchid with a yellow
next meeting was discussed.
throat and tied with white satin now making their home at 108
for the Novemprogram
The
Central Avenue, South Fulton.
streamers and love knots.
meeting will be "KeepMrs. Justin W. Brabham, 11 The groom is employed at the ber 15
ing Good Records."
of Fniton, was her matron of Pepsi-Cola Plant.

Serving as hosts for the occas:on will be their children
and families, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Waggoner of Paducah, and
May I
Ann Landers:
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bondurant of Dear
speak in behalf of a perseLake Charles, La.
cuted minority that has been
Mrs. Bondurant, the former discriminated
against
for
Rubye Chapman, and her hus- years, but on one takes up our
band were married Nov. 19, 1922 cause?
I am talking about
in the First Baptist Church 'The Boss's Daughter.'
We are supposed to know
parsonage in Fulton, with the
everything about the business
Rev. B. T. Huey officiating.
including
what Is going to hapMrs. Bondurant's parents were
the late Mr. and Mrs. N. C. pen in advance, because we
are The Boss's Daughter.
Chapman. Mr. Bondurant is
We are expected to come in
the son of Mrs. Elbert Bondearly and stay late if there
urant and the late Mr. Bond- is anything that needs to be
urant. The couple has lived at done. No overtime, of course-the present location most of because we are The Boss's
their married life.
Daughter.
They have four grandchilWe may not leave for a
dren, Paula Jo Waggoner, Mark dental or doctor appointment
Waggoner, Alyson Bondurant or for any of the legitimate
reasons the other employees
and Tammy Bondurant.
All relatives and friends are take off for---because we are
The Boss's Daughter.
cordially invited.
We are not included in office talk or any of the fun
things
that happen---because
NEW OFFICERS
we are The Boss's Daughter.
New officers have been
If we make a mistake we get
elected to the Paul and Martha twice as much heat from our
Meek Scholarship Committee superiors and then when we
which provides academic as get home at night we get more
sistance to students at UT of the same—because we are
The Boss's Daughter.
Niartin.
Sign Me, Fed Up---Because
Robert Patterson of Trenton
as elected president of the I Am The Boss's Daughter.
scholarship committee; Doug Dear Fed: An employee who
Murphy of Martin was elected has as many complaints as
vice president: and Russell you can't be very effective.
Furthermore, no girl would
'Otte% of Sharon was elected
stay with a job she hates so
second vice president.
unless she was
thoroughly

Awards Banquet To
Be Friday Night

sure she couldn't do better
someplace else---not even The
Boss's Daughter.
• • • •
Dear Ann Landers: My husband and I have been married
24 years. We have four good
children. The youngest is 6.
Ten years ago Tom was
promoted from machine operator to foreman. A few years
later he was made assistant
superintendent. Last year he
was made superintendent. Now
Tom says the reason he got
those promotions was because
he gets along so well with
the men. What he wants is
one night out a week to enjoy
male companionship. He says
I should play cards with the
girls.
This week he informed me
that all our friends are beginning to look old---everyone
but him, that is. (He is 45.)
He says the reason he looks
I have
so good is because
never
nagged him and if I
know what's good for me I
won't start now.
I don't mind Tom going
hunting and fishing and golfing, but I don't like this onenight-a-week-out. He usually
is home by midnight. Shall
agree? --Chippewa Falls
Dear Chip
My advice Is for
you to get a card game, or a
bowling group, and have your
night out, too. Insist that your
husband keep his curfew. Make

this the bargaining point. The
alternative is a weekly battle
and you'll lose every time.
• • * •
Dear Ann Landers- Two months ago I moved out of the
house into my own apartment
and started to smoke grass.
I got into a conversation with
my girl friend's mother and
was informed that people who
smoke grass run the risk of
having children who are slow
learners, or worse.
This scared me so I quit.
It's been twelve days since I
have had a Joint. I've been
talking to many of my friends
who are still puffers, trying
to get some facts. No one has
heard about this slow-learner
When I went back and
stuff.
asked my future mother-In-law
to show me something by an
authority she said, "I don't
think I should have to."
Is smoking grass any more
harmful than smoking ordinary
cigarets? Will it have harmful
effects on my unborn children?
--Concerned About The Future
Dear Concerned:
One of the
principal reasons I pdvtse against all mind-altering agents
is that we do not yet know the
effects it may produce over a
period of several years. So far
there are no definitive findings
on the question you have asked
---either pro or con.

P-5 Fulton

• James Bulls
Name On
Ag.Council

Vocational School's km Is To
Be Come Top Operated School
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Enrollment At
UTM Reaches
All-Time High

3Charged
In Beating
Of Trooper

Gov. Wendell Ford today
mately 180.
announced the appointment of
"Our ultimate goal is to become a top state The night classes will be of15 persons to serve as memin suroperated vocational school whose quality can set fered to residents including
bers of the Governor's Counrounding counties,
throughsystems
vocational
.
other
an example for
cil on Agriculture.
BARDWELL, Ky.,
Lake and Obion Counties, the
by
spoken
were
Creation of the council, as
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successor
didetermined.
James Murphy Everett, recently appointed
Development the Carlisle County Jail here toAgricultural
By June 1, Everett aspires
Commission, was One of the day while two others were free
rector of the Fulton County Vocational Center. to have employed his complete
governor's campaign commitstaff, the number of which will
on bond in connection with the
2, Luetta Wheeler of Hickman and
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be
parents
new
proud
of the beating of a Kentucky state
function
primary
Everett was informed by the they are the
The
acchosen
be
will
girl, individuals
Fulton County Board of Edu- of a five month old baby
council will be to advise the trooper early Sunday.
Mur- cording to their proficiency in
cation that his application had cindy. James and Luetta
governor on matters relating
their
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than
rather
field
their
First
been reviewed and accepted by phy are members of the
to agriculture and agri-busiJoe Rupcke, 19, Of Paducah,
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both the state Bureau of Voca- Baptist
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Education
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twelve month contract, being
himself up to Paducah
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giving
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125,
regional
Bill
as given the month of July for two
city police at 8:30 p.m. He had
serve
will
Ford
Governor
cational education in Paducah. ture and agriculture teacher
b1}),
School, on weeks of vacation and two weeks
since the incident
Upon acceptance, the applica- Fulton County High
as chairman of the council which been sought
Sunwill re- of professional improvement.
is attached for administrative occurred about 12:30 a.m.
tion came before and received December 1, Everett
be
will
itich
v
The
courses
in
final approval from the county linquish his present post
purposes to the Governor's day near the junction of Carin
offered
1973
in
are:
the
order to spend a very busy
Graves, McCracken and
educators.
Office.
be- crafts division, welding, elecThe members appointed in- Ballard counties.
Born in 1945 to Mr. and Mrs. nine months in preparation
tricity, carpentry and auto
ofschool's
vocational
the
fore
I,
Everett, Route
Raymond
cluded
mechanics; and business and
Free under $1,000 bond is JimJames O. Butts, 38, Fulton,
James Murphy, 26, received ficial opening next August.
Basketball practice at Fulton FL LTON CITY
office training. The daytime
During those months, Everett
his education from the Fulton
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vothe
for
staff
County school system. He then will be hiring
Inc., Fulton, and a director of
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training
year
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evenings. Enrollment for the
school.
of the programs. In this way, mores, Scott Curtis and Mike Jan. 26 - Fulton County A
He is married to the former day sessions will be approxiAbout 75 people from news tours of the printing services
the student will be further en- Beadles.
Jan. 30 - Hickman County A
levision
media in West Kentucky and operation and radio-te
The squad as a group is still Feb. 6 - Lowes A
couraged to receive his high
two neighboring states are ex- facilities.
school diploma as well so that a young group showing lots of Feb 9 -Cuba H
McIntosh,
Dwain
and
Garrott
he will qualify for a job as promise.
- Farmington H pected to be on the Murray
Feb. 13
information
State University campus for director of public
The group includes two Feb. 16 - Wing° H
soon as he graduates.
of the planning
nine
enH the third annual News Media and chairman
Everett showed great
seniors, four juniors,
Feb. 23 - Fancy Farm
event, will
Appreciation Day Saturday, committee for the
thusiasm in accepting his new sophomores and twenty freshshare the role of master of
November 18.
post and stated that he is opti- men.
Representatives of 17 news- ceremonies.
Your first chance to see the 8569 FOR SLED DOG
mistic that the system will
Following a buffet luncheon
C. M. I. Inc., of Chanute, gasoline storage tank and on "help curb the drop out rate Bulldogs is opening game Nov- ELY, Minn. — A -racing dog- papers and four radio stations
new Thoroughbred Room
Kansas was awarded a con- advertising for bids on the tank. in Fulton County. His dedica- ember 28th against rival Fulton sled weighs 40 to 60 pounds and have indicated they will be on in the
Student
for the day of activity area of the Waterfield
hand
tract by the Fulton Commission Bids will be opened on Dec. 11 tion and interest in the system County.
The game will be
may vary in cost from $75 to planned by the public relations Union Building, the entire group
Monday night for traffic radar at 8 p.m.
since his earliest days adds to played in the new gym at
An ordinance ammending the the fact that Everett will accept Fulton City High School with $250. A good lead dog for sled department at the university. will attend . the football game
equipment for the police departBesides Kentucky, guests for between Murray State and Ohio
ment. Their bid was $992.50. ordinance pertaining to trains his new responsibilities with a "B• team competition beginning racing may cost as much as
Other bidders were: Harris blocking crossings was appro- pro:tic lent and qualified manner. at 6:45 p.m.
the day will represent news Valley Conference rival WestZOO.
Enterprises, Little Rock, Ark., ved.
media In Tennessee and Miss- ern Kentucky University in
Another ordinance adopted
with a bid of $993; and BroCute hin Stadium.
ouri.
derick Police Equipment Co., was one closing an alley on
M. C. Garrott, director of News media to be represented

Fall quarter enrollment at
the University of Tennessee at
Martin reached an all-time high
with a total of 5,013 students
registering for graduate and
undergraduate classes, Henry

C. Alliston, dean of admissions
and records, has announced.
Enrolled at UT Martin from
this area are.

Basketball Practice At Fulton
High School Gets Underway

Fulton Newsmen Invited To
News Media Appreciation Day

Contract For Radar Equipment
Is Let;To Try New Garbage Plan

with a bid of $995,
The Commission approved
resolutions on specifications on

Witness In
Trial Jailed
In Louisville
A key prosecution witness in
the trial recently of Theodore
Maynard for the rape and murder of a University of Louisville
Wednesday,
coed was jailed
November 8, in lieu of $50,000
bond.
Several cases against Everett
Wayne Bishop were set for a
January 11 trial.
Bishop had signed a statement
implicating Maynard in thecase
on March 20, and on the same
day, Jefferson Criminal Court
Judge John P. Hayes set aside
two convictions and 12-month
jail sentence against Bishop.
During the trial, Maynard's
defense lawyers charged that
Bishop had been freed as the
result of a deal made with the
office of the commonwealth's
attorney.
The prosecution contended
that Bishop was freed to protect him from Maynard, who
became a prisoner In the Jefferson County jail March 20.
Commonwealth's Atty. Edwin
A. Schroering Jr. said Wednesday the court will consolidate
all the charges against Bishop
for the January II trial.

at Murray are
public relations
State, said the News Media Newspapers—Caldwell County
Appreciation Day idea was in- Times, Mayfield Messenger,
augurated "as a good will ges- Post-Intelligencer of Paris,
ture to show the university's Tenn., Crittenden Press, Fulton
gratitude for the fine coopera- County News, Herald Ledger of
tion extended to us by the news Eddyville, Sturgis News, Tribune -Courier of Benton, Louismedia."
He added that activities have ville Courier -Journal, Fulton
been planned to give the guests Daily Leader, Cadiz Record,
an up-to-date look at the campus Madisonville Messenger, Paduand to draw news people and uni- cah Sun -Democrat, Daily Mesversity people into a closer senger of Union City, Tenn.,
Murray Ledger and Times, The
working relationship.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Mur- News of Paducah, and Dawson
welwill
Progress.
president,
Springs
ray State
Radios—WRGO of Mayfield,
come the visitors to the campus
during the 9:30 a.m. program in WKDZ of Cadiz, WPKY of

the north side of Maiden Street,
owned by McDade-Hunt properties.
At the suggestion of the city
manager, It was decided to
give a new plan of garbage
pick-up a try. The city would
furnish residents with plastic
bags to be used in their trash
cans. The city manager said
that the plan would save money,
be cleaner and easier on the
garbage collectors.

WEATHER REPORT

Precip.
Date High Low
NOVEMBER 1972
.03
66
1
81
52
72
2
.00
40
3
66
.00
37
4
56
36
.00
68
5
.53
6
72
45
.80
44
7
58
.00
36
8
61
39
.00
65
9
10
68
46
.01
.00
11
67
46
.00
12
65
46
1.30
64
46
13
11
50
40
. .02

for the handuitrit of a practice seseten of basketball ee

1,051 Fulton
Countians Receive
Public Assistance

Bamboo Organ
TOKYO — An organ with 980
pipes made of bamboo from
many parts of Japan was constructed in Tokyo a few years
ago at a cost of $278,000.

During August, 1,051 Fulton
countians received public assistance money payments totaling $42,842, the Department

of Economic Security announced
today.
This figure compares to
$43,080 paid to 1,058 persons
during July of this year. In
August 1971, 973 people in Fulton county received public assistance money payments totaling $40,931.
Of the total, 655 persons, including children received assistance in the Aid to Families

with Dependent Children (AF
DC) category and 396 persons
received money payments under
HEAD COACH Gwinn Wood and Assistant Coach Johnny Coy•
ington make plans for Bulldog basketball season.

Aid to the Aged, Blind and
Disabled (AABD).
Statewide in August, 224,962
Kentuckians received public assistance money payments total-

Fulton High Honor Roll
Announced By Principal
The Fulton City High School

The spirit and heritage of
Kentucky reach around the world,
calling others to come and enjoy what we have
to offer in such abundance. They travel many
miles to get here .
but Kentucky's riches
are here for all of us to enjoy, too

honor roll for the first quarter
was announced today by Principal Bobby Snider.
Students making all A's Kim Brock, Mary Ann Cate,
Chris Jones, Gig' Brock, Kathy
Glasgow, Eve Nelson, Patrick
Gossum, Gary Sons, David

Now, more than ever, Kentucky families are
traveling in their own state If you're not on
the caravan, join in and see your own Kentucky
this year'

Thompson.
9th Grade Girls - Dawns

GOVERNOR

Ruben Cevallos, Jerry Craig
Diekmann, David Lee Ferrell,
Barbara Ann Greer, Robert

Dale Hancock, Joe Ed HarriAngelia Fay Jackson,
son,
Jeanne Lynn Jackson, Joy Lynn
Jobe, Donald Lewis Livingston,
Pamela Rene May, Sarah Jane
Nabors, Janie Marie Peterson,
James Ricky Robertson, Charles Gregory Scates, Linda Ann
Stokes, Mary Katherine Stroud,
Robert D. Voegell, Mary Ann
Warren, Bobby Glynn Wiley,

Debra Lynn Williams.
Hickman - James Richard
Helper, Ronnie Johnson, Jeannie Sue Turner.
South Fulton - Nancy Cheryl
Bagwell, James Franklin Barber, Barry Lee Blackwell,
David Allen Bloodworth, Hugh
Scott Boyd, Robert Lee Boyd,
Cathy Campbell Burrow, Nelda
Clement Fiushart, William Hobert Bynum, George Thomas
Cannon, Mary Jane Cannon,
Janice Lynn Clement, Carol
Denise Coleman, Kenneth E.
Crews, Kerry Van Curling,
Lane B. Douglas, William Michael Fenwick, Eliza Cordella
Fields, Carol Coates Fulcher,
Jane Ann Fuller, Carmen Sue
Gardiner, Mike Arthur Garrett,
Jennifer Jane Green, Marolyn
W. Grissom, Anita Diane Harrison, Ronald David Hicks,
Maurine Simrell Higgins, Deborah Kay Hodges, Patricia
Erline Holladay, Judy Kay
Holmes, Charles Thomas Holt,
Ric hard Eugene Hopkins,James
Paul Johnson, Joye Ann Jones.
Terry Lynn Joyner, Jerry
Wayne Kiestier, I.inda Kay
King, Bobby Harold Larson,
Thomas Matthews,
Joseph
Lionel Dean McCollum, Ahda
May McCoy, Sheila Barron McKinney, Cynthia Roberts Mendenhall, Michael Gwynn Milner,
Marjorie Lee Moyers, John
David Netherland, David Jones
Newton, Harry Reed Owen,
Cathy Jean Owens, Laura. PaMetal Parrish, Joseph David
Peeples, Gregory Ward Phelps,

Paul Floyd Phelps, Marla Katheryn Proctor, Arthur Willis
Reece, Don Mack Reed,Joiumie
Roberts, Bobby Joe Ross,

Barker
Shepherd,
Brenda
Moss Smith, June
Jeffery
Kaye Stunson, Jane Ellen
the General Services Building. Princeton, and KYMO of East Taylor, William Nelson Thomassce, Robert Stephen WagThe morning agenda includes Prairie, Mo.

(From current reeding* end
records of Jim Hal*, South
Fulton.)

entuelw

Fulton - Terry D. Adams,

Marsha Lynn Barnes, Franco

Braswell, Kim Brock, Cathy
Cash, Patsy Ray, Carmon Rudolph, Teresa Shelby, Rita
Smith, Joanle Treas, Caroline
Weaks, Ann Workman.
Boys - Scott
9th Grade
Rickman, Billy Shell, Anthony
Kent
Williams,
Ralph
Brown,
Bill Robertson, Edgar
Lee,

Huddle. Brian Welch.

big $10,156,332.

Every 10th Person
Now 65 Or Older

William J. Dye, Jr., age
who recently passed the Illinois Bar Examinations
held
In Chicago, has been appointed
Assistant U. S. Attorney in the
Eastern District of Illinois by
the Justic Department. He will
be formally admitted to the
Illinois Bar in ceremonies at
Springfield, Illinois on Novem-

ber 27.
Mr. Dye is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. William J. Dye, Sr.,
formerly of St. Louis, now
permanently resident on Airport Road 011 Route 4, Fulton.
Mr. Dye, Sr., is Lab ForeHadley Adhesives and
man
Chem I Company, having been
ed from St. Louis to
plant in Fulton. Mrs.
former secretary on
Dye I
Belt Railroad.
the Co
Assistant U. S. Attorney
Dye completed his undergraduate schooling at Washington
University at St. Louis, and
was graduated from Washington

transf
their

University School of Law in
May. He is presently stationed
at Danville, Illinois.

Gary Sons, David Thompson.

FRI—S AT—SUN

DR_ PHIBES
RISES AGAIN!

"s.

,-- •
We give you all you want in a vacalion plus something unique—Hot
Springs Thermal Waters, to ease tensions, soothe muscles and help relieve
arthritic pain. These therapeutic
waters are relaxing to all ages. Also
we have 3 lakes,6 golf courses, swimming pools, nightclubs and babysitters to let you enjoy them. Rooms
from $7.50 to $30.00.

sm

,

•

ner, Stephen Jerome Walker,
Susan Carol Warren, Betty
Jean W. Weaks, Lexie Parks
Weaks, Carl Monroe Wolfe,
James Lynn Wood, Danny RAY
James Lynn Wood, Danny Ray
Zicketoose.
Valley - Kenneth
Water
Wayne Jackson.
Wing° - Bobby Dean Fisher.

TO SPEAK ON LASER
Dr. David S Loebbaka, assoelate professor of phyiscs at
the University of Tennessee a
Martin, will spea on the laser
Monday, November 20, at Citin`• 7:30 p. m. in the humanities1
Building Auditorium.
Sponsored by Phi Kappa Phi PLUS CO—HIT I
Honor Society, the lecture is
open to the facutty and staff I
as well as members of the society.
Dr. Loebbaka will discuss the
laser and some of its applications in measurement, in cornmunicationi, in machining and
VINCENT PRICE
in 3-D holography. He will
make a brief comment on
safety considerations for low
power laser.

4.1011.''''• 4 - 1
4
..v,
i
service
resort

WASHINGTON — Since 1900
10th Grade Girls - Eliza- the 65-and-older population has
beth Bruce, Carol Campbell, grown much faster than the rest
Mary Ann Cate, Karen Clark, of the American population and
Ann Holt, Chris Jones, Susan the 75-and-older segment has inMoore, Pat Robertson, Gaye creased ever faster. At the turn
Upton, Theresa Weaks, Lillian
of the century there were three
Whitesell.
million 65 and older; today there
10th Grade Boys - None are 20 million—every 10th per90L
11th Grade Girls - Karen
Cash, Charoltte Coy, Debra
Farmer, Patti Jolley, Peggy
Layne, Kay Nelms, Jan Pulley,
Cindy Reese, Debbie Pennell.
11th Grade Boys - Jeff Campbell, James Ragsdale, Mark
Welch.
12th Grade Boys - Phillip
Bradley, James Crider, Patrick Gossum, Bobby Mahan,

DRUG CONFERENCE
A regional conference will he
conducted by the Drug Education Team of the Division of
Instruction of the State Department of Education on the UT
Martin campus December 5-6,
Chancellor Larry T. McGehee
has announced.
The purpose Of the conference, one of several to be held
over the state, is to assist
local school systems in the implementation of their drug education program, according to
Dr. E. C. Stimbert, commissioner of education.
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Eighth Annual "Youth For Truth"
Program To Be Held At Benton

ghan and Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie broken and several fingers were place last Saturday.
Is broken with several other inMr. and Mrs. Norbert MorMr. Thomas
Thomas.
juries. Mr. Potts has several rison and family have moved
feeling some better.
by Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
Mr. Linzie Breeden is a broken ribs and other injuries. to the Cecil Mason farm.
Mrs. Ruby Dalton who was
Mr. and Mrs. Pilgrim have
patient in the Volunteer HosThose who do not complain pital in Martin.
so critically injured in a car purchased the Tom Brann home
The 8th Annual YOUTH FOR shall County native who is now
of the weather are certainly
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Cummings wreck in Illinois two weeks place, and move d there last TRUTH program at Benton, a Civil Engineer in Lexington,
Monday
rainy
Kentucky, is scheduled for the Kentucky.
tempted this
and Sabrina have moved to ago, has been moved to the week from Chicago.
Hundreds of teenagers from
which follows the Albion, Illinois, where he is Fulton Hospital from the Hosmorning,
Recent visitors to Mr. and weekend of November 18 & 19,
past several rainy Mondays. employed.
pital in Paducah. Mr. Dalton Mrs. Dewey Nelson were his The two-day event will be held throughout the nation have made
Several combines were in opeSympathy is extended to the has been dismissed from the cousins from Arkansas. They in Chambers Memorial Gym- this Western Kentucky event the
ration in this locality yester- family of Mr. Hillman West- hospital.
were Mrs. Earl Dacus, Sirs. nasium of Benton High School. largest of its kind in the nation.
Mrs. Halite May Gargus of
Services for Bernice WalFive outstanding speakers Marshall County churches of
neebe
to
appears
which
day,
The Chestnut Glade Home John Mays, Mrs. H, McDanbrook, who passed away last
706
of
Emmett
of
Fulton,
64,
5,
wife
Bailey,
Route
(Bill)
ter
cessity due to the large acre- Wednesday, after an extended Demonstration Club will meet 'els from Jonesboro, Mrs. will headline the 1972 program. Christ sponsor the program and
Avenue, Hickman: Boyd Gargus, died about 3 p.m. age that has not been harvested.
Moscow
in the home of Mrs. V. C. Jaxk Adams from Paragoul, Ray Walker of the Jordannaires provide food, Overnight accomillness.
were held Saturday, November Wednesday, November 8, in
The correspondent for the
Glad to report that Mrs. Simpson for the regular Novem- Mrs. Ott Knight from Lake Quartet will be the song direc- modations, and other hospitality
11, at 11 a.m. at the First Baptist Hospital in Memphis Latham News, Mrs. W. C. MorSome of tor as well as a participant for their guests. Benton busiArkansas.
Brooks Oliver is at her home ber meeting. The third Thurs- City,
United Methodist Church with where she had been a patient rison, asks that an explanation
other segments of the nesses, school officials, local
and recovering nicely following ber meeting the third Thurs- these cousins had never been to in
80.
was
She
Friday.
since
asKing
Dickerson,
Rev.
the
Visitors are cordially this part of Tennessee and had program. Walker will bejoined police, and the Civil Defense
be given as to why there will major surgery at the Bowld day.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
sisted by the Bev. Edgar Stress,
She
be no news from her.
never met each other. Also, by K. R. Thin, South Korean supply invaluable services for
Hospital in Memphis recently. invited.
officiating. Interment was in Friday, November 10, in the suffered a broken right wrist
Mrs. V C. Simpson repre- visiting with them was Mrs. native who is a renowned edu- YOUTH FOR TRUTH.
Mr. and Mrs. John Colley
Home
White-Ranson
Funeral
the Hickman city cemetery.
Registration will begin at
in a fall several days ago. received word Sunday that their sented the Chestnut Glade Club Mammie Merry man and Curtis cator and social worker in
Coronor Don Chaney said Memorial Chapel. The Rev. She appears to be improving
18 , with the
son-in-law, Dr. Eddie Grogan, at the workshop for Matting Nelson of Fulton. Needless to Huntsville, Alabama. Leonard noon November
that Mr. Bailey was found dead Jimmy Pierce, pastor of the satisfactorily.
in Dresden Thursday. say, much interesting conver- Johnson, Professor of Educa- first activity scheduled for 1:15
pictures
a
to
due
wrist
broken
a
had
will continue
at 8:50 a.m. Friday, November Liberty Baptist Church, officiMr. and Mrs. John Colley sation was enjoyed in getting tion and Psychology, Freed- p.m. Events
Harvey Vaughan received word fall.
The Colleys returned
afternoon
10, from a gunshot wound. ated. Burial was in Obion Sunday that Mr. J. T. Miles
from a visit to the Grovels spent the week in Charottes- acquainted and reveiwing family Hardeman College, Henderson, throughout Saturday
County
Memorial
Gardens.
a
stated
coroner
that
The
Tennessee; Gary Martin, Staff and evening until 9 p.m. The
ville, Virginia, with Dr, and history.
of Paris would enter the Bap- last Monday.
Born August 2, 1912 in Graves
serincludes
ruling had not been made in
Sunday
program
on
the
Public Relatist Hospital in Nashville
The Chestnut Glade Club will Member in
Mr. and Mrs. John Colley Mrs. Eddie Grogan, who are
County, Kentucky, Mrs. Gargus
a.m., closing
the case.
Monday for surgery.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Hermon the proud parents of a baby meet in the home of Mrs. V C. tions and Admissions Office, vices at 10 and II
late
the
of
daughter
the
was
Survivors include his wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Bra- Potts at the Community Hos- boy who arrived October 29th. Simpson on the third Thursday Harding College, Searcy, Ark- with a giant youth-parent serMrs. Myrtle Middleton Bailey; Alvin and Kitty Newton Reeves. shears of Rector, Arkansas,
Mr. and Mrs. Dines Ridge- at I p.m. Visitors are cordial- ansas: and Dale Smith who re- vice in the gymnasium Sunday
pital in Mayfield Sunday. They
a son, William W.Bailey, Hick- She spent most of her life in visited her uncle and aunt, Mr. both seem to be improving way from Detroit visited Mr. ly invited.
sides in west Chicago. Illinois, evening at 8. A barbecue dinner
man; two sisters, Mrs. R, S. the Harris Station and Union and Mrs. 011ie Thomas, last slowly from the serious injur- and Mrs. Durrell Terrell last
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Brun- and who was 1968 winner of the is served in the school cafemember
a
was
and
areas
City
Westmoreland, Nashville, and
Others visiting the ies they suffered in a car wreck week.
Sunday.
dige and granddaughters, Nedra International Toastmaster's a- teria Saturday afternoon and
Mrs. J. F. Medeirous, Jr, Mem- of the Liberty Baptist Church. Thomases Sunday were Mrs.
A very large crowd attended and Donna, of Nashville, visited ward. Master of Ceremonies lunch is provided at noon Senweeks ago.
She and Mr. Gargus were Lillie Ray, Mrs. Elnora Vau- near Mayfield two
phis.
Both of Mrs. Potts arms were the sale at the Jim Burke home Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundi e will be Kenneth Hu son a Mar- d •
married in 1929.
she
husband,
her
Besides
leaves a brother, Dennis Reeves
of Mayfield, two sisters, Mrs.
James (Jim) W. Mayes, 85, Irene Alderice of Dresden and
retired Fulton County mer- Mrs. Lucille Copeland of Cuba.
chant and farmer, and a lifelong resident of Hickman, died
at 10:30 a.m., November 9,
at the Obion County Hospital
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
where he had been a patient
for one week.
Dukedom Homemakers will
At our house bedtime reading ranges from the "just so stories" to the encyclopedia,
He was born June 6, 1887, hold their annual road block
from "Mary Poppins" to the Bible, depending upon Billy's interest.
the son of the late John Davis at Dukedom Saturday for the
Mayes and the late Dora Minne- Crippled Childrens Telethon.
And always there are the questions. "How high are the stars, Daddy?" "Where did the
tree Mayes. He and his wife They take pride in the fact
go?" "Daddy, did Adam love Eve?" "What makes electricity spark?"
dinosaurs
celebrated their 62nd wedding that each year a large amount
anniversary August 30, of this is collected and sent in to
How challenging to watch the alert mind of a youngster mature! I know I'll have to keep
year.
be divided between Kentucky
questions grow
on my toes with new ideas in every field, It I want answers for Billy as his
He was a member of the and Tennessee, since members
Hickman Church of Christ.
more profound.
and contributors live in each
Survivors include his wife, state.
Of one thing I am confident, the age-old truths of my church and the Bible never change.
the former Lucy Rice andthree
Ruby Dalton was moved from
sisters; Miss Virginia Mayes Paducah to Fulton Hospital and
Integrity, responsibility and the love of God are a source of strength now as in every age.
who made her home with her is not doing as well as hoped
life.
I have no qualms about teaching my son that God's Church is the center of a man's
brother, Miss Lorene Mayes for.
and Mrs. W B. Holman, both of
Ricky Bailey is visiting paFulton, a brother, Edgar E. rents, Mr. and Mrs. Garrett
Mayes, preceded him in death Bailey. He is now living in
in 1946.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Boston.
Services were held at Chaney Shelton and children were weekcopyright 19,2 ...stet Advertising
Funeral Horse, at 2:30 p.m., end guests.
Stra•burp Surma
Service
Sunday, November 12, with Mr.
Rev. and Mrs. Oren Stover
Larry Eppley.
were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Loyd Watkins during the week.
Firo. Stover came from Hampton, Arkansas to conduct the
funeral of Hillman Westbrook,
Hastings, former
Delores Young and baby,
Covine
Saturdied
resident,
Mark, Murray, are visiting her
kedom
Michigan.
Park,
Mr. and Mrs. Basil
parents,
Hazel
at
y
Jet services were held at Watkins.
Mrs. Roy Puckett had surgery
ckson Funeral Chapel, Duke•m, with Rev. Gerald Stow at Baptist Hospital, Memphis,
ficiating at 10 a.m. Thursday, and is doing well.
Mrs. Henry Davis came home
ovember 16, 1972. Interment
es in Oak Grove cemetery, from Methodist•Hospital, Memheld
were
services
phis, last Tuesday, after being
flimerel
Scriptures ulected by the American Bible So;iety
Hazel Park after which the a patient there for sometime.
Pleasant View Baptist Church
...y was flown to Paducah by
has a new pastor, Bro. Donald
a • Its Airlines, Wednesday.
Doster.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Hamlet,
Pontiac, are spending this week
with Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
Mrs. Lssie McNatt, 76- and Roy.
Weekly services at Good
resident,
year- old Hickman
died Thursday, November 9, Springs are now being held on
at 345 a.m. at the Obion County Wednesday night at 7 o'clock,
Hospital in Union City follow- Sunday services are now Sunday school at 10, morning woring a brief illness.
Services were held, Novem- ship at II, Sunday night service
Sunday
ber 11, Saturday, at 2 p.m. at at '7 p.m. On last Sunday, Bro.
Nehemiah
West Hickman Baptist Church James Matthews, McKenzie,
2:11-20
in Hickman. Rev. Homer Rob- brought a message from the
Monday
in Hickman. The Rev. Homer subject, "What Are Your PriI Chronicles
He was accompanRobertson and the Rev. Roy orities?"
22:1-12
Kelchener officiated. Interment ied by his wife, Linda. He will
Tuesday
by Chaney Funeral Home of return on next Sunday to conEzra
Hickman was in Ebenezer Ce- duct the morning worship. You
10:1-5
metery, near Troy, Tennessee. are invited to join in this serSurvivors include two sons, vice and all the others.
Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hollis
Chester Cook, Chicago, and
Isaiah
last
visit
extended
25:1-8
an
two
made
Hickman,
Halbert Cook,
daughters , Mrs. Berne Wil- week to see their children at
Thursday
Hill, St. Louis and
liams, Hickman, and Mrs. Mo- Cedar
Jeremiah
zelle Cole, Hickman,three bro- °gallon, Missouri. Also, visi1:1-10
thers, Curtis Simpson, Horn- ted his 94 year old mother at
Friday
beak, Tennessee,Jack Simpson, Vienna.
Ezekiel
Troy, Tennessee, and A. H. Jeter Bowlin came home from
2:1-7
Simpson, Dyersburg, and eight Fulton Hospital on Saturday,
having entered the previous
grandchildren.
Sunday.
Mrs. Maude Vincent is a
patient at Fulton Hospital.
Covene Hastings died at his
home in Detroit Saturday. Mr.
and Mrs. Doyle Bowlin, Mr.
the
The November meeting of
and Mrs. J. T. Puckett and
Fulton County Beta Club was Donald Hastings went there on
held on Friday, November 10, Sunday. His body will be rein the band room at Fulton turned to Dukedom Wednesday
County High School. The pre- for burial.
Good Springs C.P.W. met at
sident, Tim Langford, called
the home of Mrs. Terry Bethel
the meeting to order.
For the past two months the Monday afternoon with five
club has been selling station- members, one new member,
Several members who Mrs. Leslie Hollis, and one
ery.
sold twelve or more boxes were visitor, Mrs. Leroy Hamlet of
given this opportunity tochoose Pontiac. Officers elected for
prizes they won for outstand- 1973 were: Mrs. T. L. Alnley,
president, Mrs. Loyd Watkins,
ing sales.
Next, the club voted to sell vice president, Mrs. Terry BePiand
secretary and treasurer.
holders
thel,
shower-soap
The program was presentedy
lot license plates.
It was also voted upon and Mrs. Bethel, Bible study by
Pollen, Kathie:try
Next meeting
passed to hold a sleigh ride Mrs. Ainley.
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
SUPERMARKETS
471-NN
Street
Mete
NI
caroling
Dein
Thursday
first
be
Christmas
will
or to go
Tennessee
472-100
Union City
Kentucky Ave. at Reed
South Fulton
Hickman
Deeember 14, pending snow. cember at Mrs. Winnie CunThen the officers presented ninghams.
•
each new member with his
of SPEND WEEKEND
Beta pin and certificate
membership.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whitver
Afterwards, the meeting was and daughter, Debbie, spent the
adjourned. Refreshments were weekend with Mrs. Eula Rogers
C.
then served.
and Darrell.
Make our bank your hank
"Live Setter Illietrialfi`t"
SANK
TNIS
Fulton
4714471
Kentucky Ave.
23441SS
Hickman, Ky.
Hkkinan, Ky.
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Bernice Bailey

Mrs. Bailie Carps

J. W. Mayes

Covine Hastings

Mrs. Essie McNati

Beta Club Has
Meeting Nov. 10th
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TOWN TOPICS
(Continued from Page 1)
usually two or more times a day — he becomes physically ill. Furthermore, the user
of opiates builds up an increasing tolerance to
the drug and must take a larger and larger
dosage to satisfy his need. In some cases dosage becomes so great that it leads to death.
Since the unlicensed sale and possession
of narcotics is a legal offense, the addict faces
another problem usually unknown to the alcoholic. Not only are drugs very expensive, but
addicts must usually rely upon criminals for
their supply. Often they are driven to peddling narcotics themselves, or to thievery or
prostitution, in order to pay for their drugs.
It is for this reason that drug addition is often
cited as a major source of crime.
Psychologically, the addict finds in his
use of drugs a blissful retreat from frustrating
reality. Opium, morphine, and heroin usually
causes the individual to feel peaceful and relaxed. The opiates also tend to lower the individual's inhibitions and to increase his feelings of self-confidence, so that he sometimes
indulges in eloquent, boastful behavior.
A person under the influence of marijuana, may engage in promiscuous or deviant
sexual behavior, for this drug not only acts as
a sexual stimulant but leads to a general lowering of inhibitions and impairment of moral
judgment.
The successful treatment of drug addiction, as of alcoholism, requires psycholtherapy
to help the patient gain emotional insight
into his problems and face them realistically.
In addition, morphine and heroin addicts require hospitalization for medical "withdrawal" therapy. During withdrawal the
patient suffers violently for several days with
agonizing physical symptoms such as vomiting, diarrhea, tremors, and cramps.
The outlook for permanent cure in cases
of drug addiction has been rather dim. Experience has shown that unless the individual is
able to solve his underlying emotional problems, he will not permanently free himself
from reliance upon narcotics The increased
use of psychotherapy in treatment has considerably improved the oatlook, and now
there are many permanently successful cures.
The first step in solving the problem of
drug addition is to view it in its true light —
as an illness, not a crime. The true criminals
are the nonaddicted narcotic peddlers, who
make enormous profits from the sale of illegal
drugs.
Mother and I took a short drive around
and about Sunday afternoon and stopped by
to see Hunter Byrd Whitesell's new home going up out on West State Line.
He is building in the wooded area across
the highway from his Dad's. It is a beautiful
spot. The house will be brick and should be
finished around the first of the year, maybe.
Hunter Byrd had hoped for a Dec. 1 finish,
but there have been some delays.
The mail brought an invitation to join a
group on a trip in the spring to Athens and a
Greek island cruise. The trip is being sponsored by the University of Tennessee General
Alumni Association and the dates are April 7
to April 16. Sounds real exciting.
Had an interesting thing happen to me
Sunday evening. As I am single, I was invited
to have my fortune told by a young palmist.
She was only reading the palms of single people, she said.
Anyway, I have you know that I have
three secret admirers. That's what the fortune-teller said. And within a couple of years
I will have two—mind you, two—boy-friends,
both good-looking and one, tall, dark and
handsome.
Now, the palmist said that my husbandto-be would suffer with an ailment—that was
my bad luck—but, she let me select his ailment in advance. She had three "samples".
The ailments to select from were: heart disease liver disease, or large intestine disease.
Not being familiar with the latter, that's the
one I chose.
Someone told me an interesting story
Monday night. It went something like this:
Eddie Morris' young son, Roy, dug up an
old fruit jar, recently. In the jar was a paper.
Roy had to break the jar to get the paper out
The old paper appeared to be a $1,000
bank certificate. It was dated 1840 and was
issued in Philadelphia to a "Mr. Farmer."
Several of us became all excited over the
matter, wandering how much it would be
worth today, and if the Mr. Farmer had been
a relative of Gus Farmer of Fulton.
Then, I called Mr. Morris for details and
to ask about taking a picture of his son with
the old certificate.
Mr. Morris said, "It is a fake. We have
learned that it was issued by City National
Bank several years ago." I was quite disappointed.
It's still a good story, don't you think?
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to
bondale, Illinois, to Murray
Fulton.
H'll said the drug was of
apparent high quality and had
a retail street value of $20.00
per ounce.
Treas' bond was set at $1,000.
He remained in the county jail
at Hickman from last WednesJimmy Treas, 22, of Fulton, day until following his trial
who was arrested In, Kentucky Tuesday morning. The trial
last week and got underway at 11 a.m. and
Police
State
harged with possession of a ended at 12:45 p.m. Treas
controlled substance of mari- was represented by Attorney
with intent to sell, Hal Warren.
juana
pleaded guilty to a reduced
charge of "possession of maribefore County Judge
juana
James hlenees at a hearing
ruesday morning at Hickman.

Fulton Man
Fined On
Drug Charge

••
Hello World

Treas was fined $150.00 and
court cost, and was sentenced
His
to ninety daY s in jail.
jail sentence was probated by
was
Tress
and
Judge
the
ordered to a treatment facility
either public or private for an
indefinite period of time.

the UT Martin campus by the Student Home
and students attending a career seminar sponsored on
It. to r.): Katie Malray, Kathy Mena"
High
School
Fulton
South
from
following
the
were
Economics Association Monday
Scarlet/ Laird, Deborah Blythe, Myra Atkins and Sharye Atkins.
Among the

100 teachers

Mr. And Mrs. Eugene Cruce
Celebrate 25th Anniversary

HOSPITAL NEWS

Letters To Editor

arrested at
was
Treas
3:45 a.m. Wednesday, November 8, in Fulton with approximately a pound of marijuana
in his possession.
According to State Police
Detective Joe Hill, he and
State Trooper Harold Dacus
made the arrest after the
marijuana was found hidden
in a fence row. Treas was
arrested when he claimed the
package. The officers traced
the drug from Mexico to Car-

Sir:
The following persons were Dear
patients in local hospitals this Attention Property Owners of
Randolph,
Vanette
Eugene and Bonnie (Connell) fiancee,
week.
Fulton, Ky.
Cruce of Wyandotte, Michigan, would be married on December
celebrated their 25th wedding 23.
When the City of Fulton, Ky.
HOSPITAL
HILLVIEW
After a sit down supper,
anniversary October 21 at the
receives their portion of the
by
music
of there was dancing to
Hall
Legion
American
Albert Moss, John Elmer revenue sharing plan, suggest
Cearse, Michigan, where Mr. the band. Gifts were opened, Cruce, Cayce,
Ada Elliott, that the property owners get
Cruce is Commander.
including many beautiful silver Hickman, James Reid, Padu- a little help by applying a porAbout ninety friends and re- pieces. The tiered cake was cah, Viola Strong, Neil Clinard, tion of the money to retiring
latives attended, including his cut, pictures were made galore. and Nela Lucy, South Fulton, the new high high school bonds.
I, also, would like to suggest
mother, Mrs. Lurline Cruce, Every one left wishing them Mary Lou Beard, Janice Mchis brother, Keithly and wife, many more happy years.
Kinney, Annie King, Alice Biz- that in the future if there is to
Dorothy, from Cayce, also,
zle, Sylviadeen Pewitt, J. P. be money raised by taxing the
TEAM JOINS NIRA
Mrs. Cruce's Sister, Margaret
Little and J D. Simpson, all property owners to handle a
Lanfrom
family
Sanford, and
specific bond issue, that the
The UT Martin Rodeo Team of Fulton.
sing, Michigan.
property owners be the only
has become The first in the
The head table was beauti- state of Tennessee to enter the FULTON HOSPITAL
ones allowed to vote on the
issue. In our city all you have
ful with a floral arrangement
National Intercollegiate Rodeo
of white daisies, surrounded by
Dean Barclay, Clinton; La- to do is live in the city 30
Association, according to Jim
register and vote on any
days,
silver leaves and two silver
Wingo; Mary Ellen
Kilzer, senior animal science vern Bone,
candlelabras.
Collins, Union City; C. B. Hen- Issue. So what happens Is someof
and
captain
at
UTM
major
Keithly and Dorothy Cruce,
derson, James Lafoon, Willie times the property owners may
who were best man and maid the team.
Osier, Clifton Short, all of be against an issue, but still
the
only
is
which
The
NIRA,
were
wedding,
their
at
honor
of
Water Valley; Effie Johnson, will have a tax voted on their
seated at the table with the national organization promot- Mayfield;
Hobart Morrison, property, by a larger vote bea
interstandard
honored couple, also their sons irg rodeo as
Martin; Carmen Poole, Union ing cast by people who do not
memincludes
sport,
collegiate
Mr.
Douglas and Mickey, and
City; Maud Vinson, Dukedom, own property. These people do
berships in every state west of Pattie Wade, Sedalia; Patricia not do this intentionally, it is
Cruce's mother.
Their son, Douglas, toasted the Mississippi river and some Blaylock, Bill Browning, Ruby Just that things are being handtheir twenty-five years of mar- schools in Canada, Kilzer said. Dalton, Cantle Felts, Ocie led wrong.
Individuals participating in Hastings, C. N. Hawks, Beulah
I want good schools, good
riage. Then, Eugene announced
that his son, Douglas, and the association must have a Neeley, Frank Parrish, Nancy churches, good parks, good en2.0 grade average and be in Ring, Bev Rout, Wilburn Melton, tertainment, but I want everyF ARMER3
good standing with their in- Nancy Ring, Carrie Estes, all body to be involved when it
of Fulton, Sadie Greer, Leonia comes to paying the bills for
nituliotta.
(Continued from Page One)
Hamilton, Carmen Moss, Sara these good things.
late soybean harvest has held
This city does not need a new
Rushton, Genevia Smith, Kerry
up fall planting of wheat by
St. John, all of South Fulton. city hall completely. We canfarmers who double-crop with
not afford it at this time.
wheat and soybeans. Wheat,
What the city needs is inhe said, must be sowed in the
dustry in the city limits to
fall or early winter for satisFRED HOMIIN—
create Jobs to keeppeople here.
factory results.
Also, to have families move into
k Continued from page 1)
In Union County, where beOctober 21 and was fined $100 our fine city. People with good
tween 14,000 and 18,000 acres
make a happy town. A town
jobs
and cost, a total of $102.50.
of soybeans were planted this
Homra appealed his case to grows with industry, without
year, about 40 per cent of the
the Circuit Court during the industry a town will die.
crop has not been harvested,
Mr. Maxwell McDade did not
October term.
to County Agent
according
Homra's arrest has been get a fair shake, with his plans
Eugene Brown.
reported to the Alcoholic Be- for making more jobs and keepHe said conditions were
Administration in ing jobs in Fulton, Ky. My
verage
"very unfavorable, especially
as
Frankfort, but Porter Collier, 1972 property tax bill is
in the river bottoms.'
Counfield agent for the agency told follows State Tax,$9.06;
In Henderson County, the
Tax,
the Fulton News on Tuesday ty Tax, $45.63, School
soybean picture was brighter
$.07.
that "we have a huge backlog $205,96, Special Tax,
than in most of the area couna
me
I feel the above gives
of cases and don't know when
ties. Farm agent William Henspeak out.
we can get to it," referring right to
dricks said only about 18 to
to Homra's case.
20 per cent of the county's
Normally such an offense Signed:
55,000 acres of soybeans had
calls for a suspension of the Ray Hunter,
not been harvested. He noted
licensee's permit for a speci- A taxpayer
however, that beans left in the
fled period.
fields are worth an estimated
$1 million. He said Henderson
had good harvest weather until
SAE AT UT-MARTIN
Bennett Chambers
late October.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, largest
Dave Williamson, of the USDA
fraternity in the United States,
Reporting Service in
Crop
MINNEAPOLIS — Minnesota'
established a chapter at UT
Louisville, said by telephone
men were in- has 1.56 Long Lakes, 122 Rice
55
after
Martin
the
of
cent
per
that about 56
itiated in a formal ceremony Lakes, 83 Bass Lakes, 72 Twin
been
had
crop
soybean
Sep:ember 30 at the Fine Arts Lakes, 70 Round Lakes, and 91
harvested statewide by Nov. 3
Mud Lakes.
and that by this week the harBennett Chambers, 20, South
vest volume probably had risen
Fulton senior, and a talented
to more than 60 per cent.
that 50 vocalist, will appear on the
estimated
He
Children's
Crippled
per cent of the crop remains annual
Sunday
unharvested in the Western Telethon on WPSD-TV
morning.
Kentucky districts.
His appearance will be sometime between 2 and 3 a.m.
Young Chambers is the foster son of Mr. and Mrs. David
Hensley of South Fulton.
In 1970 he was selected to
participate in the Youth Talent
Competition at the Mid-South
Fair in Memphis. He won the
Sherman preliminary competition and the
John
Senators
Cooper and Marlow Cook an- second round of competition was
nounced three new grants for Judged the top male vocalist in
Kentucky Monday, totaling $487, the finals.
899 approved by the U. S. of- OM.
fice of Economic Opportunity in
Washington.
They include $63,613 to the
Mississippi River Economic
headCouncil,
Opportunity
140 Broadway, South Fulton
quartered in Fulton; $358,786
Phone 479.11B4
to the Leslie-Knott-Letcher—
Perry Community Action Coun- -.Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
cil at Whitesburg and $65,000
—Vinyl and Tile
to the Middle Kentucky River
Area Development Center head- —Downs and McGee Carpeting
quartered at Jackson.
—.upholstering, Modern and
The federal funds will be
Antique
used for General Community
Programming, the Senators —Viking Kitchen Carpeting
said.

Long Lakes?
Lots Of Them

Local Boy To
Appear On Telethon

To The Citizens Of

Fulton 0E0
Receives
$63,613 Grant

The Seventh Congressional District

THANK YOU

S. P. MOORE & CO

FOR
Your Hard Work
Your Confidence
Your Vote
And
Our Victory
ED JONES

Mr, and Mrs. John Paul
Jones, Route 1, Sedalia, ana
of
birth
the
nounce
nine pound, six ounce daughter
1972,
II,
November
p.m.
at 1:35
at the Fulton Hospital.
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In grades 2 through 8, students
with classroom performance below their grade level in reading
go to the special remedial classroom in small groups for 30-60
Pcs. Chicken. Cole Slaw, French Fries or Potato Salad.
minute daily work periods. If
necessary, they can participate
in the program for up to five
years.
Each of the remedial reading
MAYFIELD, Ky., Nov. 2—The
teachers has a full day schedule
Graves County School System
of classes, with a total of about
has recently developed an ele65 students for each teacher for
mentary reading program comthe entire day. Remedial readbination under ESEA Title I of
ing teachers never work with
such significance and effectivemore than 15 students at one
ness that it could become a natime.
tional model.
All seven remedial reading
Dr. Robert Alsup, reading
classrooms are equipped with
specialist in the Department of
applicable equipment and maElementary Education, Murray
terials, including controlled
State University, states the new
reader machines, reading acTitle I Readiness, First Grade
celerator machines, TachistoBasic Skills program that has
scope machines and materials,
just become operative in the
tape recorders, Language MasGraves County Schools, in comter machines and programmed
bination with the Remedial
reading materials, overhead proReading program in grades 2
jectors, filmstrips, records and
through 6, "is a unique comprogrammed reading kits or
bined Program of such effectivelabs.
ness that it could and should beDon Poyner, supervisor of income a pattern for many other
struction who has organized and
programs nationwide."
directs the two Title I programs,
The basis for the new first
says:
grade program, according to
"It is my opinion that two of
County Superintendent James B.
the foremost priorities in any
Deweese, is the fact that each
school system should be to geti
school usually has from 8-15 stufirst graders off to a good start
dents out of its total first grade
with a command of the first
enrollment who need a lot of ingrade basic skills, and to dedividual attention and who don't
velop an acceptable reading
really succeed in the first grade.
level on the part of all students
Santa has a free gift for all the kiddies!
"Under this new program,"
by the time they have completed
says Deweese, seven addtional
We also have this special offer for you
the elementary grades.
MRS. ELLEN ADAMS, one if the Title I first grade teachers
first grade teachers have been
"The sound development of the
while Santa's in town... don't miss it...
in the Graves County School System, is shown working
employed on a basis of one for
basic skills and a good start in
in a
reading group activity with some of her students at the
each school. Then, after about
A k\
the first grade has a lasting inWingo School.
the first two weeks of school, the
fluence on a student through all
8-15 students in each school who
of his school years and, of
Place an order for
in
the
Graves
County system for ing program, each school has a course, the success of a
are having difficulty in the regstudent
the
first
time
this year. It was teacher with a special training in all subject areas in high
ular class are placed with the
just $25 or more and
school,
in
operation
in
the
Lowes, and a fully equipped classroom at the college level, or in almost
additional teacher where they
Wingo,
Symsonia,
Sedalia
get a box of delicious
and for the program.
can receive more individual atany undertaking is significantly
Fancy Farm schools on a full
tention."
Double Dipped
time
basis
last
year,
and
was
These 8-15 students then receive a concentrated program added to the Cuba and FarmingChocolate Peanuts.
of readiness, reading and first ton schools this year.
The Remedial Reading prograde basic skills development
for the full day, every day, for gram in grades 2 through 6 has
been operative in each of these
the full year.
Be wise . shop now for toys and gifts
These first grade students, De- seven schools for the past five
From Sears Christmas Catalog
weese continued, could not have years.
received the individual attention
The indirect advantages of the
that they require in a classroom program to first graders remainof 30 students.
ing in their regular classrooms
The new first grade program are also tremendous, Dr. Alsup
303 Broadway
South Fulton. Tenn.
is operative in all seven schools says.
After the 8-15 students are
placed in the additional low pupil-teacher ratio first grade classroom, the regular first grades
may now have only 20-23 students in each classroom instead
of 30-35.
This year the additional Title
I teachers have an average of
12 students each, while the regular first grade teachers were
left with an average of only 21
pupils in each classroom instead
of 30 as in past years, resulting
in more individual attention for
each.
Both the Readiness and Remedial Reading programs, with
two full time teachers and classrooms, are completely financed
Matching 84-inch drapes
under Title 1, ESEA. Supt. Deweese emphasized that no local
Available
At $20.00 Pair
or state funds are required for
these two programs.
Deweese also emphasized that
the readiness program Is not a
program for mentally retarded
children.
"This is a program for stu9-Yard Roll, 70 Sq. Ft.
dents who are having difficulty
in the regular first grade classroom because of readiness,
achievement level, or adjusting
to the school situation."
A new classroom has been provided for each of these seven
new first grade programs with
the exception of Fancy Farm,
which already had an available
classroom. Special equipment
such as controlled reader maChristmas toys are now in — NOW IS THE TIME TO LAY-AWAYI
chines, record players, filmstrip
projectors and overhead projectors are being added to the pro—Bring The Whole Family And Save Money
grams as the Title I budget permits.
Regarding the remedial readWith mashed potato Doc
Hot Pork Sandwich and
broom gravy ' U
Broasied Chicken Snack Basket 90c

Outstanding ReadingProgram
Developed In Graves Schools

—A Family Restaurant—

dependent on his mastery of an
acceptable reading level during
his elementary years."
Title I first grade teachers
are Mrs. Carolyn Canter, Cuba;
Mrs. Judy Hobbs, Fancy Farm;
Mrs. Beverly Galloway, Farmington; Miss Janet White,
Lowes; Mrs. Linda Colley, Sedalia; Mrs. Juanita Miller, Symsonia; and Mrs. Ellen Adams,
Wingo.
Remedial reading teachers
are Miss Barbara Keel, Cuba;
Mrs. Sara Medlin, Fancy Farm;
Mrs. Hannah Grantham, Farmington; Mrs. Rita Shelby,
Lowes; Mrs. Peggy McCree, Sedalia; Mrs. Lillian Kaler, Symsonia; and Mrs. Ger a I di ne
Pritchard, Wingo.

SCORE COUNSELOR
The Small Business Administration provides counseling
for persons in the Paducah
area on the 1st and 3rd Thursday of each month. A SCORE
Counselor will be available for
interviewing and counseling
from 9:00 a. m. to 2:00 p. m.
on die lot Thursday, and on
the 3rd Thursday from 12-00
noon to 3:00 p. m., a Loan Officer from the Louisville District Office of SBA will be in
Paducah.
The office is located in the
City Hall on the ,first floor.

Satellites monitor the birth of
storms around the globe.

WINTERIZE NOW!
PERMANENT ANTI FREEZE
(DX or Goodyear)
Installed, Gal.

Cash & Carry, Gal.

GOODYEAR MUD AND SNOW TIRES
Balanced and installed (Nov. Only)
As low as...

2 For $36.00

OLIVER'S DX
US 45-w

Brooks Oliver, Jerry Oliver
and SI

Highlands

Across From Derby

Sears 1 SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
—•"""-*

SANTA CLAUS
At Our Store
Thurs. Nile Nov. 16th
7-8:30 pm

Christmas Wrap

Only $1.00 Roll

WESTERN AUTO STORE

(In Assorted

2.1 x 34 - Inch Size
21 x 48 - Inch Size
3'3x56 -Inch Size

202 - 204 Lake Street
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AT THE BURGER BAR
5:00 p. m. to 9:00 p. m.

— Every Tuesday and Wednesday Through November —
Choose Your Favorite Sandwich
And Get

$9.95
Beg.645
Made By Redhead
HUNTING VEST

$4.99
615 Broadway
PHONE 472-1910
Closed Monday evenings during the winter months.

Upstairs Over Loader Store
LAKE ST. FULTON

South Fulton, Term.

Open 8:30-6: Mon-Thurs; 8:30-6:Fri-Sat.

EASY TERMS • GUARANTEED SATISFACTION ALWAYS

Fulton, Ky.

South Fulton Girls, Boys Set For Basketball

Thursday, Nov. 16, 1972

Drafting Class

quarterback. for senior leader- who is now playing college ball
at the University of Tennessee
ship
Wilson is banking high on at Knoxville. He was the leadthat
team
football
bers of the
Waldrop, "He (Waldrop) did an ing scorer for three years and
just completed regular season excellent job as a sophomore averaged 24 points per game
play.
He made tremendous improve- in his senior year.
ment over the years and has a
The first-year coach got his great attitude. If he continues Wilson, a 1969 graduate of
team together for the first time to progress this year as he did Slemptus State University, say,
last week for a few prectice ses- last, he will be one of the great- he does not expect any major
sions, but football is still on the est basketball players in the problems during his first year
minds of many players because area"
as coach. "We will take each
they travel to the state football
Wilson says he will consider problem as it comes. and we
tournament this weekend to the year a success as long as will take each game as it comes
meet Lake County,
his team finishes with an even . .. it will be a year fur all of
But when the 1972 football sea- record. "We have a young in- us to learn," Wilson mud.
work
son is history, Wilson will
experienced team and it is hard Assisting in the coaching du •
to make the coming campaign
"
1111131/"Pgali
r,;ead
illokiha
fon
he ratimagmwzgargraffiC20111101IWIMWInenaligiagYagOtaUtIgat2
ngppe
idte1,1. Wwehilatrevvio
DevRed
The
year.
rebuilding
a
said
466;
"
1/04
ils have not posted a winning ership from the three seniors
mit
season in three years—last sea- on the squad and continued imMyone on
son compiling a 615 worksheet provement from the juniors.
(-"C,LrrlealtreNts.51
6.50-13 fube/ess BlocS wall
Wilson will key his game plans The sophomores will need play,RAY WILSON
around 6-4 center Steve Waldrop ing experience and they should it
Unlike Kentucky, Tausessee
H
,
•
/
Red Devil Coach
and 6-1 forward Ronald Williams. have an opportunity to show
has a highly organized female
!
cage program complete with All-District players- Paula Hut Other returnees to the squad themselves this year,"
1
'
district, regional and state :thins, a guard; and Ginette Gil who will be vying for a starting
Key additions from last year's
champions. Head coach David bert, a forward Ginette was slot include Bob Winson, 5-10 junior varsity squad, which postplus $3.50 Fed, F.. fur
Brann has never taken his voted Most Valuable Player in senior guard; Mike Brown, 5-11 ed a 12-4 record, will be Steve
team to a state tournament in the region last year. She was senior guard, and Marshall Duke, Wilkerson and Harvey Vick. Wilhis five years of coaching here, one of the best players I have 6-1 senior forward.
kerson stands 5-10 and will fight It
Waldrop, a junior. averaged for a starting position. Vick, 6-1 I
but is optimistic about the ever coached
Four hefty nylon cord plies and •01•0per
rebounds
10
and
points
10
sew season.
d4•op tread loced with >pacer bars for
center-forward, will challenge
game as a sophomore. Williams,
long mileage, •xcellent traction ond
Brann, is 1918 graduate of the
.Williams and Duke fori4 start • g
''These girls are really dedi- University of Tennessee at also a junior, led the team with ing slot but will probably have t,
protection from impocnondrood hozords...oll at pric•s that we difficult cated and want to play basket13 rebounds per game and was
Martin, will guide his team of
settle as the number six man un
to match.
ball," Brann said of his team. 17 girls to a 26 game schedule second in scoring with an aver- the squad
PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING, "They have a lot of hustle and tMs season. Last year's squad age of 12 points per outing. Wildetermination and if those two dosed the record books with son is looking to Winston, who
The Red Devils will suffer I
OUNTING end Fed. Ex. Ta Ingredients
can win it, we should a 114 worksheet. Bramn's best piloted the football team as
from the loss of Dale Yates
have little trouble making it to season was INS when his team
TUBELESS WHITEWALLS
Our welcome mat is out ..
EACH TWO
the top. Our only problem finished fourth in the region
S ZE
our store is full of wondrous
F78-14 7.75-14 $26.34 $52.68 seems to be our Size . . our with a 16-5 record.
things for gift-giving! Bring us
078-14 8.25-14 29.52 59.04 girls are not as big as those on
078-15 8.25-15 30.57 61.14 Some of the other teams."
your shopping list: bring the
''This is the earliest we have
67.36
H78-15 8.55-IS 33.68
ever scheduled games," Brann
kids.
Earning starting guard po- said. "In the past. It seemed as
sitions on Brann's squad are though the other schools were
Pam Hurt, Vickie Fetcher and getting the jump on us by startSears lowest priced new tire. Candy Walker. Starling fer- ing early. This year we hope to
wards will be Debbie Jackson, get the jump on them."
tity. 4-ply nylon cord body.
Panda Bondurant and Kathy
The girls' schedule is almost
A
60 ti••
Whitlock.
the same as the boys with only
far''WN
Col. Thos. Ray Alford, Manager
a few changes. The girls' games
MOUNTED ON YOUR CAR
Brann is not only optimistic are scheduled as preliminary
S. Fulton, Tenn.
125 E. State Line
about the current year but also games to the boys, contests, but
(At the stoplight on US 45-E, Martin Hiway)
about the future. Three of his many fans say they enjoy watchStarting six are sophomores and mg the girls games as much, if
COME SEE US .. YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DWI
should be well graced In the fine not more, than watching the
400 LAKE STREET
UMW ID:MUCK AND CO
points of the game for the next boys.
Phone 479-3369
Free Delivery
three seasons.
FULTON, KY.
Mon. - Sat
"We were hurt by gradua- Coach Ray Wdsoa has not
Open 9: am to 6: pm
Broadway, South Fulton, Tenn. lion," Brann said, "we lost two
had mach time to organize his
By BILL BARTLEMAN
that the South Fulton Red Devils
Sun-Democrat Sports Writer
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn—Now have entered one of their most
sliccessful regular season football campaigns into the record
books, it's time for the longawaited basketball season to
take the sports spotlight.
The first official confrontation
of the 1972-73 campaign took
place last night when the female cagers of the school traveled to Martin Westview to participate in an eight-school Jamboree
The male cagers, most of
whom played football, will continue pre-season practice this
week with hopes of being ready
for their first scheduled game
next Monday when they host
Clarksburg in a District 12 battle.
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Russ Devore, school superintendent.
Training is offered which leads
to successful employment in the
fields of architectural, structural
and mechanical drafting, hip.
said.
The drafting class at the Devore
high school diploma is
Ness hern Area Vocational- A
but not necessary for
desirable
has
Teclieal School now
Mr. Devore added.
openings for students who are admission.without a high
school
interested in preparing for For those
he continued, training is
careers in HIM field. according to diploma,
the
necessary
in
given
ties will be Kerry Curling, a mathematical and reading skills
1969 graduate of the University which will enable the student to
of Kentucky. Both coaches are take and successfully pass the
1964 graduates of Kentucky high U.E.D. equivalency test for such
schools—Wilson from Ihclunan a diploma
County and Curling from. Cald- Both day and night classes areavailable. Mr. Devore said.
well County.
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Has Openings
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Something gc

your List
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SILENT GUARD II

10,

GUESS WHO

is just around the

corner??

— Antiques
— New and Used Furniture
(We Buy, Sell or Trade)

SEARS CRUSADER

It's Merry Christmas Time right now at:

THE THRIFT SHOP

BEN FRANKLIN

Sears

Catalog Sales Office

Moss Drive
.
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WE NEED MORE EMPLOYEES L IKE THESE
•

WE OFFER:
*Full Time Employment
*Paid Vacation *Paid Holidays
*Fully Paid Hospital & Surgical Ins.
*Fully Paid Life Insurance
*Fully Paid Sickness & Accident Ins.
*Funeral Leave Pay
*Jury Duty Pay
*Fully Air Conditioned Plant
*Weekly Pay
*People Oriented Management."By George"
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COME BY TODAY
IRENE LOMAX
setter for Garan and stated
collar
a
is
Irene
"I've worked here ten years and I really like the
company. The people make it a nice place to
work." She and her family live in Fulton.

And Talk With Our Personnel Manager, Dorothy
Dougher, And Let Her Show You Our Employment Opportunities And Talk About YOUR Future With SARAN.

DEANNA TURNER
Deanna has worked in the cutting dept. of
Garan for two years and stated that "I like working here better than any place I've ever worked
before and I make more money. They have good
hours and good working conditions." Deanna
and her family live in South Fulton.

"A GOOD PLACE TO WORK" AND "AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER"
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Farm Bureau Meeting Is Set At Lexington
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.—Kentucky
Farm Bureau's 1973 policies will
be decided by voting delegates
attending the 53rd annual state
Farm Bureau convention at Lexington's Phoenix Hotel Nov. 1619.
KFB President Louis F. Ison
will address the group on Nov.
17, and a similar appearance by
Farm Bureau FederaPrt
c itident William J. Kuh(tun is set on Nov. 18.
The four-day agenda also includes the naming of Kentucky
Farm Bureau 's Outstanding
Young Farmer of 1972, awarding two distinguished service
awards, the annual state Queen
and Mr. Teenage Farm Bureau
contest, election of state officers
and directors and a full slate of
women's activities.
Voting delegates representing
the 120 county Farm Bureaus in
Kentucky will establish the organization's policies on state issues during a business session
Friday afternoon.
Major topics to be considered
by the delegates include taxes,
tobacco, the environment, foreign trade, federal farm programs, labor legislation and use
of chemicals.
The convention will open Nov.
le, with registration beginning
at 10 a.m.
Thursday afternoon, Nov. 16,
will be devoted to commodity
conferences on tobacc o, feed
grains, livestock, dairy and
crops. Also set is a meeting of
the state resolutions committee,
women 's caucuses, women's
business meeting and a ladies'
tea.
At 7 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 16,
there will be a Farm Bureau
women's dinner and Style Revue. The style competition Is do

4:814

THE
F.\ HY*,
I
Mower Mishaps

,Ky.

Jockeying has power lawnmower along a grassy slope, Fred
suddenly lost his balance. As he
fell, his right foot slid underneath
the housing of the mower. Result a severe cut.
Could the manufacturer of the
mower be held legally liable for
this injury? Fred thought so, and
in due course he filed a damage
suit against the company.
"A power mower is a dangerous piece of machinery," he argued in a court hearing. "It is up
to the manufacturer to make
sure it can't cut anything but
grass."

signed to recognize excellence in
construction and modeling of
garments.
In addition to Ison's address,
the Nov. 18 genera/ session will
feature the annual report by
Executive Secretary John W.
Koon, an appearance by Dr.
Charles Barnhart, Dean of the
UK College of Agriculture and
the Outstanding Young Farmer

Luncheon.
The Nov. 17 policy consideration will be followed at 4:30 p.m
by caucuses to nominate state
Farm Bureau directors. That
night the Queen and Mr. Teenage Farm Bureau contests are
scheduled.
The convention's fourth general session, Nov 18, will include

the election of officers and directors, followed by the address
by Kuhfuss at 11 a.m.
An awards program, during
which two distinguished service
citations and two conununicaHans awards will be presented,
is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. Nov.
18. 'The convention will close
Nov. 19 with a worship service
at 9 a.m.

Attorney Sues
Annie Gardner
Foundation
MAYFIELD, Ky., Nov. 11 —
Mayfield attorney Farland Robbins has filed a civil suit against
the Annie Gardner Foundation
and its trustees, H. M. Williams
Jr., Walter Lookofsky and Walter L. Apperson, seeking $167,500 which he says is due him for
legal services.

The Annie Gardner FoundaFulton, Ky. Thursday, Nov. 16, 1972 Page 3
tion Is a charitable organization established in June, 1941, based here.
A Black Panther commu- the section from Eldridge Cleaby the late Ed Garner, multinique announcing the change ver in January when Cleaver
millionaire banker.
Wednesday gave no information joined the Black Revolutionary
on Pete O'Neal, who took over Army.
Hijacker Is Head

Of Panther Group

TURKEYS

WHERE ECONOMY ORIGINATES

45'
Self-Basting Turkeys.. 53'
Butterball Turkeys 59'
Know whatit Pork Chops
79'
WHOLE
58
4
69'
T
fm
nolie
13
$100
79
Hams
-Boneless
Semi
Fresh Cucumbeil 3 for 25t
$109
EA. 29*
Country Ham
DELICIOUS APPLES
5 18.$599
Canned Ham
Turkeys

A&P POLICY:

Always do what is honest and fair for
every customer.

(10-16 LBS.)

LB.

A&P "GRADE A" (10-22 LBS.)

RAINCHECK:

D.Y. .B.

If an advertised special i< ever sold out
ask the Manager for a Raincheck. It
entitles you to the some item at the
some special price the following week
Or if you wish we'll give you a compor
able item at the same special price

SWIFT'S "GRADE A" (10-22 LBS.)

LB.

GUARANTEE:

QUARTER LOIN SLICED

A&P offers an unconditional money
back guarantee. No matter what it is,
no matter who makes it, if A&P sells it,
A&P guarantees it.

LB.

ALL PURPOSE

LB.
BAG

Red Rome Apples

Golden Yams
Pascal Celery

LB.

FRESH FLORIDA

III MIAs

SUPER RIGHT WHOLE

we won'tjust give you your mo yba.21(,

g

1301”
,

LB

*4.

M
114";
y°11
*Bring in the price label or
411

LARGE SIZE

of course.

d VIRGINIA WHOLE

10-14 LBS.

GO( Pi

10

A

FOR

Milr

LB.

N.,

FRESH JANE PARKER

59c

(AVAILABLE DAILY EXCEPT WEDNESDAY)

Pumpkin Pies
Stuffing Mix
Pfeffernusse Cookies

EA.

CAN

PEELED I DEVEINED

79

Shrimp

11
/
2 LB.$3
BAG

*IttliffeWliNM AWAY *Weal
LABEL
89c
Golden Corn Iczresz= 4
Mandarin Oranges
or
A&P FROZEN MINCEMEAT or
OZ.
ch9C
White Corn
4 16
Pumpkin Pies

STOKELY CUT GREEN BEANS or

JANE PARKER

16 OZ. ag
PKG. MI

STOKELY

PKG.

PRICES GOOD
Thru Sat.
Nov. 18th

PACKER

16 oz.
CANS

1102.
CAN
296

CANS

33
PKG,

oz

STOKELY SHELLIE BEANS

43c

JANE PARKER

PARTY PEAS or

HEAVY DUTY

17 oz. 99n
cAN

Fruit Cocktail
STOKELY

JANE PARKER

460z.$100
W CANS

Juice
Tomato
ANN PAGE SEEDLESS
Blackberry Jam

CROUTONS
WORLD FAMOUS

Jane Parker

AGAR

9

5

LB. BAG

7 OZ.
PKG.

240Z. 79C
JAR

DUNCAN
HINES
CAKE MIXES

FRUIT CAKES

996
ROLL 496
89c
18 OZ.
256

4

111"a215'

Wonderfoil
EXEL
Mixed Nuts
A&P VA1OLE or JELLIED
Cranberry Sauce

130Z.
CAN

3

CAN

18 OZ,

00

PKGS.

WITH COUPON

(ALL VARIETES)
AP CANNED

5 LB. CAKE
(3 LB. CAKE ...11$)

A public service feature of the
American Bar Association and
the Kentucky Bar Assn. Written by Will Bernard.

MELBOURNE — The Australian Wool Commission has
sent nearly 8,000 bales of wool
to Europe lobe stored until buyers are found. This was the first
siep In the commission's plan to
Wale& strategic supply points
overams.

LB

Hams

It means that if you buy your Holiday Turkey at A&P
and are not completely satisfiedith it,

FRESH

0,4;14
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Wool Overseas
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CoL Thos. Ray Alford, Dukedom, Tenn.
Lic. & Bonded Auctioneer Lic. No. 549, Tann.
and Ky. — Phone 489-5857 or 479-3389

SUPER-RIGHT
"GRADE A"

Avocados

However, the court disagreed.
Tossing out Fred's claim, the
court saio a manufacturer must
make its product reasonably safe
but not "accident proof."
This has been the law's usual
attitude in accidents involving
power lawnmowers. Some degree
of risk is accepted by the user,
merely by choosing this method
of cutting his lawn.
Nor will he necessarily win his
claim just because the mower
happened to lack some particular
safety feature. In another case,
the injured user complained that
his mower did not have the special guard with which more expensive models were equipped.
But again the court denied
damages.
"It is common knowledge,"
said the court, "that the various
models of power mowers differ
in size, weight, design, (and)
safety features, and that new
models constantly come into the
market. Purchasers select according to their choice and the price
of the respective models."
Nonetheless, even though a
user must accept some risk, he
should at least not be deceived
as to what that risk is.
One customer had been assured by a salesman that the
mower would stop instaptly if it
struck any hard object. But when
the mower did strike a rock in
the man's back yard, it reared
back, wheels spinning, and cut
his foot.
Later, he succeeded in winning
damages from the seller. The
court said a customer is entitled,
if not to total safety, at least to
simple truth.

ALFORD'S AUCTION SERVICE

— William
ALGIERS
Roger Holder, who hijacked a
Western Airlines plane to Algeria in June, is reported to be
the new leader of the Black
Panthers international section

WE ARE
HAPPY
TO REDEEM
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FOOD STAMPS

is oz. 27C
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Confectioners Sugar
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PKG.
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ANN PAGE
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Ads In 109-Year- Old Newspaper Tell Story Of Slavery
By Oulda Jewell

So reads an obituary in an
old newspaper dated Wednes'Lieutenant Alston Jarrot is day, June 17, 1863, which was
He departed this given me by a reader.
no more.
life of earthly pleasure and
Some ads in the classified
a very melan- section
in
enjoyments
interesting
proved
choly way, on account of unre- reading. Here are a few.
ciprocated love, in the City of "LABORERS WANTED—TwCharlestion, on the 2d June, enty—five dollars per month
1863.
and rations will be given for
'The deceased was among the able-bodied Negros, to work on
first to volunteer in defence the fortifications In Charleston.
of his country. He was a dear
'Address the undersigned
friend and fellow -soldier of here. The Negros may be remine, and I always found him ported to Major Echols or Capto be a noble young man, and tain Ramsay, Engineer Departall who knew him liked him, for ment, Charleston. TransporI think I am not mistaken In tation furnished. Wm. M.ShanState
saying he possessed no evil non,
of the
Agent
thoughts against any one, but, of South Carolina. Camden,
like the most of us, not entirely S. C., June 18th, 1863.*
clear of faults. How distressing
'WANTED TO PURCHASE,
to the one whom he was so A FIRST rate Washer, Ironer
much attached to, and to whom and Clear starcher. Also, a
he once revealed his love and qualified
seamstress. The
affections.
highest market price will be
sympathize
deeply
but
can
"We
Apply at No. 5 Pitt
paid.
for his bereaved father and Street.'
brothers, who are left to mourn It's hard for me to apprehend
his loss. Amious.•

that just a 109 years ago people
were buying and selling one
another.
Here's another such ad:
'Wanted to hire from the
owner, two boys, to work in
a Salt Work in the city. Apply
to Jno. Campsen, Market Street,
opposite State street.'
Some other ads from the
Charleston, S. C. paper are:
'Wanted, Immediately—Ladies and gentlemen of the Musical and Dramatic Profession
are requested to apply immediately to R. D'Orsey Ogden,
Acting and Stage Manager of
New Richmond Theatre and
Richmond Varieties.
We pay the largest salaries in

THIS WE(

rAEASURE

tionately called by all h.s
friends, has been playing the
fiddle since he was seven or
eight years of age. His father
and grandfather played the instrument before him.
"Mr. Bob" will be eightyyears-old on Dec. 3. He plays
by ear, having taught himself
to play.
"I am a fiddler, instead of a
violinist," the Fulton man said.
"A violinist plays better," he
continued.
Merrell is no amateur by any
means, for he used to entertain
Plans for selection of three. a lot and played at dances. He
princesses to reign over the- even won fiddler's contests.
Civitan Bowl on Nov 18 have
Merrell, who is a third cousht
tern announced by Fred Hawks
lives
Robinson, co- of the famous Henry Clay.
and David
wife on Park Road in
chairmen of the Special Events with his
Fulton.
Committee.
Being only five feet, one inch
One princess will be selected
from among students of the four in height, he Jokes about his
senior high schools in Obion size.
County and one each will be "When my brother was born
selected From the two parthey stood him in fertilizer, so
ticipating-schools The three girls
grow, but when I
will he official hostesses for the he would
came along they didn't have
bowl game
Mr. Robinson said today the any," he laughingly said.
Merrell worked for the IC
girls will serve in a variety of
capacities. An official hostesses, Railroad from 1924 to 1934, then
the princesses will participate in farmed until 1942. For twentypre-game ceremonies, will sit in two years he was caretaker at
tot
reserved
the section
Fairview and Greenlee Cemedignitaries, will be given a ride teries in Fulton.
around the field at halftime and
The talented fiddler also is a
will.present trophies to the teams
magician, among other things,
and outstanding players at the
and an interesting conversationthe contest
“inclusion
The event is open locally to all ist.
He has two daughters, Mrs.
girls. grades nine through 12, in
either °Dion Central, Union City, Imogene Elam of Belflower,
Kenton or South Fulton Iligh Calif., and Mrs. Leon Hanle
Schools, Mr Robinson said lie Mae Boulton of Fulton. There
added that entry torms wilt De are three grandchildren and
available at the schools begin- five great-grandchildren in the
ning Monday.
family.
The entry form e ill include.
Merrell is a member of the
space for the entrant's saint., Church of Christ.
and parents

away slave.
other ads offer slaves for
sale --one a girl 18 years of
age. She is described as a
"likely girl'; another 'likely
house maid and seamstress,
plain cook and
and another
field hand'....and on and on
they read.
One 85-year-old man for sales
is described as a 'qualified
coachman and ostler.'
I looked •ostler' up In the
dictionary and learned that the
definition is: "a man who attends to horses at an inn.'
Old newspapers have always
fascinated me, and Pm always
delighted when someone brings
one around for me to read.

Official Praises Child
Welfare Prgrams In Ky.
The Kentucky Department of
Child Welfare's community
based delinquency prevention
one
is
program
and treatment
its
of the more progressive of
to
kind In the nation, according
Counan official of theNational
y.
Delinquenc
cil on Crime and
Sherwood Norman, director
Corof Prevention and Youth
rection Services for the naWelChild
tional council, said
fare's program •stacks up
nationally among the top states
in total direc ion.'

WINNER OF

EE

also include a recent photo 01
themselves with the entry blank
Entries should be mailed to
Union City Civitan Club, c-o
David Robinson. 1376 Pleasant
Valley Road, Union City, Tenn.
38261

Mr. Hawks said the winners
will he chosen by a committee of
woman Civitan members comprised of Mrs. Jim Stone, Mrs.
Earl Passmore and Mrs. Frank
Johnson.
"We encourage every girl who
is interested to enter and we hope.
we have a good representation
from all four high schools." the
co-chairmen said

and other problems at the
state's other correctional
institutions.
•--ECONOMY- With the country
in an economic upswing,
"Kentucky personal income
will continue to rise at a
slightly faster pace than in the
nation — during 1972,
according to the University of
Kentucky's Dean of Business
und Economics Or, Charles F.
Haywood said the state's per
capita persons.I income should
cotitinue to rise on into 1973.

(---

HAVE YOUR CARD PUNCHED

(FRIDAY Thru SATURDAY
Double Feature!

RAQUEL WELCH

KANSAS CITY
BOMBER
1'0

METROCOLOR

seC

Plus Hit No. 2

Marshall Thompson — In

"FLIGHT OF THE
LOST BALLOON"
rn Color!

THANKS
YOUR THERI
NOW WHILE 1

COMPLETE

FILL
CHRISTMAS IS NEAR
YOUR S & H GREEN ST AMP

FULTON, KY.

E AC171 WEEK
Save 66C with this coupon

DOMINO

SUGAR 11
SWIFT
dUTTER BALI

With this coupon and $7.50 add.
B.
LB.
purchases excluding Tobacco
Au
a
and Dairy Prod.
VOID AFTER NOV. 22
CECIL'S LIBEtvrf COUPON
DEL
MONTE

CKTAIL

APPLE SAUCE 303 sine can ea. 23c

TIDE

CRISCO — COOKING OIL

HEINZ

•

•

OIL 48-oz. Bet. All Veg.

$1.09

20
Oz.
SIZE

MORTON'S
MINCE
APPLE
CHERRY
PEACH

CHEESE SLICES 12-oz. to pkg. _ _ 69c

CREAMERY BUTTER

GREEN GIANT

SWEET SUE

DRESSING
NEW

GREEN

Lb. 10c

CABBAGE
NEW CROP

MIXED NUTS

Full Lb. Bag _ _ _ 69c

FRESH

BOWL
QT.
JAR

SALAD

APPLE

59c

*ROLE SWEET — MIS

BOILED CUSTARD

at.Rot. __ 69c

al

PICKLES

VAC P

12-oz. I

CORN

2RID1

WINTER GARDEN
BIRDSE Y E

COOL WHIP

9-oz. Cut

GRATED COCONUT 6-oz. Pkg._ 33c

ONIONS

RED OR GOLDEN
DELICIOUS

Lb. 39c

co
DIAPERS 10
Box of
24

CECIL'S LIBERT
VOID AFTER NOV. 22

157
$

SOLID OLEO
39C
3-1'

13(
F(
/8
WI
$1

RIVERA PA
DINNERWI

39c

,L
4:59

CURITY DISPOSABLE

YELLOW

DESSERT _ASH
3RD
WEEK
BONUS ICED TEA

CALIFORNIA WHITE

.3'Lb. Bag

PIE SHELLS 1

THIS WEEKS SPECIAL
PLUS BONUS ITEM

YELLOW GLOBES

Lb. 10c

5k

FRESH

FRESH
LB
OCEAN
BAG
SPRAY
CAPE COD

GRAPES

EXCELLEN'rS kLAD
Save 30C with thls coupon.

Daytime
TODDLER

Ea. ___ lk

DUNCAN ifINI
CtiOC YELLOW,
LEMON, DUTCH C
CHERRY SUPREM

49c PORKSIBEANS

Phil Cream Cheese 8-oz. Pkg. Ea. 38e
Hersheys Chocolate Chips 6-oz. Pkg. Ea. 33c
Bakers Baking Chocolate 8-oz. Pkg. Ea. 59c
Ea. ____ 49c
14-oz. Bag
Tubby Coconut

TENN. GOLDEN YAMS

SWEET POTATOES

BREAD Full Lb.Loaf

4

TISSUE

DEL MONTE

FRESH TOKAY RED OR

39c

Lb. 99c

TURNER'S

CRANBERRIES
3Ears For

$1.00

3- 1 Lb. Pkgs.

35t CAKE MIX

CHICKEN 'N DUMPLINGS
3ALAD

OLEO

PLAIN

UNCLE SAM

"SOOTY

LIBERTY

TURNER'S

10 1/2-oz. can _ _ 39c

29c

14-oz. Bet.

OSAGE FREE '4 -

adau :-...-.110RN MEAL

Quart Jam,

PICKLES
PARKAY

KRAFT IND. WRAPPED POUNDS

ASPARAGUS

ATKINS SWEET CHUNK

Giant Size 49-oz. Box _ _ 79c

KETCHUP

FRUIT PIES

10 LIS &
UP

PEACHES

3

C30A.3NS

DETERGENT

PAUSSELPAAN'S

CORN

412-1
Open 7:15 - Showtime 7:30

CLOSED ALL DAY

JOYCE GARCON

FRESH— YELLOW GOLDEN BANTAM

FULl

WASHINGTON
are principal prin
Social Security
President Nixon
day:
Social Security
-tits-Widows will n
cent of *tat th
wouki have been t
stead of 82% per
the old kw. Benet
women. Effective
—A person who
retirement age ca

$200.00

Princesses
To Be Named

age, address, grade
names There also will be two
G
additional questions One will LI/JilitALI:10 N
deal with school and e hurch Wendell Ford announced that
the
and
entrant
activities ot the
Kentucky Village, closed last
other will question how the en year as an institution for
Irani feels youth rail aid the juvenile delinquents, will be
mentally retarded.
reopened as a multi-purpose
The Obion County Association
l center for adult
tor the Mentally Retarded will be correctiona
prisoners. The facility is being
awarded the net proceeds from
the game. Those entering should opened to ease overcrowding

Her

,
IN ORDER FOR OUR EMPLOYEES TO SPEND-THANI
THEIR FAMILIES WE WILL BE

CHEST

WILL BE WORT

Fulton Fiddler Learned
To Play While A Child
FULTON, Ky.—"When I started to play, I had a double chin.
Not knowing which to put my
fiddle under, I decided to place
It between my knees," said
Robert Hunt Merrell, as he
readied himself to entertain at
the annual Halloween Party at
Haws Memorial Nursing Home.
"Mr. Bob," as he is affec-

the Confederacy. All the year
round.'
All Masters and other officers
and passengers on vessels outward bound, will be expected to
refrain from carrying letters
not previously approved by
these Headquarters, or by the
Commanding General of the
First Military District.
"Masters of vessels and
persons from abroad, bringing
letters addressed to persons In
the Confederate States, must
deliver them at these Headquarters. By command of General Beauregard. Thomas Jordan, Chief of Staff."
Then, there's one ad offering
fort) dollars reward for a run-

designed to have staff workers
or volunteers try to deal with
a child's problems before he
gets into trouble or, if he has
already committed an offense,
to supervise the youth in his
own community whenever possible Instead of sending him to
an institution for delinquents.
The program appears to be
Norman was in Kentucky meetworking since commitments to
ing with department officials to
the department's residential
review the progress Child Weltreatment centers over the last
fare has made in implementing
months are down 46 per
few
Its community-based treatment
cent compared to the same
program.
of time a year ago.
He made his remarks at a period
press conference called by Gov.
Wendell Ford, who supported
Henna, a greenish powder
the legislation enacted by the made from the henna leaf, uswhich
Assembly
General
1972
ually imported from Egypt, has
enabled the new program to been used by Eastern women as
get off the ground.
a red stain for hair, nails, hands
Basically, the community and feet for centuries.
based treatment program is
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WASH1NGT0N (AP) - Here In a year without toss of bents
are principal provisions of the fits compared with the previous
Social Security reform big $1,680. Above ;2,100, he will
President Nixon signed Moe- lose $1 for each $2 of earnings.
Benefits 1.6 mation persons. EfSocial Security cull bent- fective January 1973.
-Persons wtto work beyond
-Widows wilt receive 100 per 65 wih receive a 1 per cent incent of Mist their husbands crease in benefits for each year
wouid have been entitled to, in- between 65 and 72. Effective
stead of 82% per cent as under January 1973.
the old kw. Benefits 3.4 milkon
-Low-wage workers covered
women. Effeetive January 1973. by Social Security for 30 years
-A perste who has reached will receive a special $170 a
retirement age can earn $2,100 month payment. For each year

under 33, this will be reduced
$8.50 until it reaches the
present minimum of $84.50 a
month. Benefits 150,000 persons.
Effective January 1973.
-Men recipients in the future
will benefit from the same retirement
formula
payment
available to women. Under
present law, a woman with an
earnings record identical to
men gets $10 more a month if
both are entitted to the maximum payment. Effective begititing January 1973; fully ef-

fective January 1975.
-All Americans will be issued Social Security numbers
when they enter school. Effective January 1973.
-The waiting period for disability payments will be reduced from six to five months.
Benefits 950,000 persons. Effective January 1973.
-A college student receiving
survivor benefits will continue
to get them at age 22 until he
completes a semester. Previously he lost them on reach-

ing 22. Effective January 1973,
-Coverage will be extended
to 1.7 million disabled persons
now on the Social Security and
railroad retirement rolls. Effective July 1973.
-Sufferers from chronic kidney disease who need either
dialysis with kidney machines
or transplants will have their
treatment covered. Coverage
starts three months after a
course of dialysis begins. Effective July 1973.
-The annual deductible for

Part B of Medicare, which covers chiefly physicians, charges,
will be increased from $50 to
$60. Effective January 1973.
-Persons eligible for Part A
hospital coverage will automatically be enrolled in Part B
unless they decline. Part B is
paid for with monthly premiums. Effective July 1973.
-Future Part B premium increases will be limited to the
percentage by which Social Security cash benefits are raised.
Effective July 1973.

r

PLOYEES
V1LL BE

THANKSGIVING
YOUR THERMO WARE SERVICE
NOW WHILE IT LAST.

F/LL
OUR S & H GREEN STAMP BOOK NOW

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO L1MT.T .4‘1:C.41'!TIES
STORE HOURS:
Friday, Saturday 8 - 9
Mnlay-Thlreday 8 - 8

HSOUATHERMBELSL

U.S.D.A.Inspected GRADE

TURKEYS
39c
SWIFT
BUTTER BALL
10 LB &
UP

LB.

18 LB

650

UP

LB.

TENDER SM
SHANK POR

PLAIN

_ _ _.111krz r.tIORN MEAL

ROAST'

OR SELFRISING

FRESH

_ 39c

5 b.Bag _

OYSTERS Standards 12-oz. Jar $1.49

4 Roll Family Pack _ 39c

DUNCAN HINs
CHOC., YELLOW, WA-LITE
LEMON, DUTCH CHOC.,
CHERRY SUPREME

DUCKLINGS

OZ.

BOX

CORN

12-oz. Cans

EANS
59c

7

HAMS

5 Cans __ $1.00

?RIDE OF ILL.

BAKING HENS
1
$4.19

SEMI BONELESS - SOUTHERN BELLE

SIZE
C

Fully Cooked __ _ Lb. $1.09

2 'O. or more

U. S. CHOICE

FRESH

DESSERT DISH
US ICED TEA

31';

CHUCK ROAST Boneless __ Lb. 99c

RIVERA PATTERN
u" DINNERWARE

12-oz. Pkg. Ea. _ __ 49c

, PORK ROAST Picnic Style
USDA
PRIME
LB.

MORRELL

FRESH

FRONTIER BACON __ Lb. Pkg. 59c

PORK CUTLETS

TOTINOS- SAUSAGE -CHEESE -HAMBURGER

TRADEWINDS

PIZZA

14-oz. Each

79c , FISH STICKS

flOUSER VALLEY SLICED
RIND LESS

eresersiess.

LB.

coupon
GOLD METAL

ROLLS
FLO
2

SERVE

8-oz. Pkg. _ _ _ 39c

GL ASSW ARE
Save 20c with this

BROWN

Lb. 89c

AND

LIBERTY

s

12
131(;1.

Lb.49c

STANDING RMS

RIB ROAST

BOTH
FOR
78c
I
WITH
$9 PUR.

LB.

i ARROWHEAD

FRANKS

THIS WEEKS SPECIAL
PLUS BONUS ITEM

Lb. 89c

GROUND

CHUCK ROAST Center Cut __ Lb. 79c
-4

Lb. 99c

HOOP CHEESE

PIE SHELLS Pkg. of 123Pkgs.$1.00
$1.00

Beef

OLD FASHIONED

U. S. CHOICE

5 Lbs. For _

ONT12.:4 11A1Pir
5 to 7 lb.
.AVCi
LB.

STEW MEAT

WINTER GARDEN

SOLID OLEO

Lb. 99c

Beef

BONELESS - U. S. CHOICE

HAMBURGE

303

YELLOW

kg._ 33c

Oven Ready _ Lb. 79c ' STEW MEAT

HAMS Swifts 3 Lb. Can

59c

VAC PAC WHOLE KERNEL

DEL MONTE

Lb. $1.19

OUNTRY HAMS
BONELESS - U. S. CHOICE

'CANNED

Einar! Jar

PICKLES

LB.

HARPER - WHOLE HAM

ARMOUR
18 1/2390

WHOLE SWEET - MISS AMERICA

I. __ 69c

I

FULLY DRESSED

TISSUE

_ _ _ 1k

S CHiniCk..;

21/2

"MITT

61.00

LB.65

',Butt Por. Lb. 750

5 to 7 LBF

CAN
UNCLE SAM
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5 to 7 LW:
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Here Are Key Provisions Of New Social Security Law
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PLAIN
SELF RISING
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-Professional Standards Review Organizations
he
created composed of physicians
to check on waste in Medicare
and Medicade. Effective by
January 1974.
-Physicians Medicare charge
Increases will be limited to
amounts reflecting changes
in their costs and earnings levels. Effective January 1973.
-Use of Health Maintenance
Organizations, pre-paid group
health plans, will be encouraged in an effort to cut Medicare costs. Effective July 1973.
Social Security taxesThe tax rate each for an indi-i
vidual and employer will be
raised to 5.85 per cent in 1973,1
6.05 per cent in 1978, and 7.3.
per cent by 2011. This compares with 5.2 per cent rate in
1972, scheduled under previous
law to to go to 5.5 per cent next
year.
-The maximum annual earnings against which the tax Is
paid, 99,000 this year, wilt in-,
crease under previous law tot
910300 in 1973 and $12,000 start-1
tog in 1974.
-The maximum tax, $468'
each for the worker and employer this year, will be raised!
to 9631.90 in 1973. Under previous social Security-welfare
law, it would have been $594.
The taxes pay for Social Security cash benefits and Part
A of Medicare.
Medicaid-The law requiring all states
to provide comprehensive Medicaid services to their poor by
1977 is repealed. Effective immediately.
-Permission is granted the
states to cut back on their Medicaid programs. Effective immediately.
-Medicaid recipients will be
required to pay monthly premiums when able to do so. Ef-

tective January 1973.
Welfare programs for the
aged, blind and disabled-Ali of the 3 miilion persons
in these categories will be
guarantee 9130 a month income
for an individual, $195 for a
couple. If they also are on Social Security, they will be guaranteed $150 for a single persons,
$215 for a couple. Effective
January 1974.
The federal goverment will
pay the full cost of theseoneer
national standards.
States which now pay more
than these levels can make supplementary payments an that
their recipients would not suffer loss of income.
Food stamps and surplus food
commodities will be ehtninated
for these persons.

Farmers Home
Administration
Holds Training

FHA personnel of the Clinton
office attended
a
two-day
training meeting held at Madisonville on November first and
second. Kenneth M. Heath,
Ralph A. Miller and Mrs. Sue
R. Vanpool from the Clinton
office serving Carlisle, Fulton
and Hickman Counties attended
the meeting.
Mr. John H. Burris, State
Director, is conducting a series
of five training meetings with
the assistance of his state staff.
All FHA county personnel in
Kentucky will attend one of the
meetings. Burris is seeking to
update loan making and servicing activities in farm ownership and operating loans,
rural housing, community services, including sewer
and
water, and other loan authorities of the Farmers HOMO Administration.
Burris is hopeful the supplementary credit agency of the
U, S. Department of Agriculture
It) KID JfitsiEs
will
greatly Increase loan
The closing days of the 92nd
Congress have given inn cause to making activities In fiscal 1913.
All
loans
tend to improve rural
take note of one of Democracy's
more frustrating problems-thal development and should directly
assist in halting the flow of
is its inefficiency
But, before you brand me people from rural area to the
cities.
This high priority item
traitor,
let
me
explain.
S. Government was
Democracy was never nteant to of the U.
be the most efficient form of recently emphasized when Congovt. nment. When Thomas gress passed, and President
Nixon signed the Rural bevel
Jefferson and John Adams were
designing our Constitution they Act of 1972. FHA is scheduled
were more concerned with a just under this Art to Play an ever
eg role .In providing
ngoveresnent than an efficient' inereasi
.
t0 .
creditt
peonie and communigovernment.
ties
unable
to obtain reasonable
Democracies always have
trouble making decisions. This is rates and terms of credit from
sources. Insured
because everyone is given a regular credit
are
chance to speak his piece. Even funds of private lenders
used almost exclusively toprothough the majority rules, the
these services.
dissenting voices must always be vide
Approximately 400,000 Kenheard.
tuckians
are currently using the
Then, too, we have three
services of the Farmers Home
branches of government with
Administration. Fourteen hundecision-making responsibility.
dred people of Carlisle, Fulton
Power is
vested
in ° the
and Hickman
Counties are
Presidency, the Congress, and
among this total.
the Federal Courts
Their
responsibilities often seem to
overlap and are sometimes in INNOCENT LOOKING TOYS
conflict. This results in more
CAN BE DANGEROUS
careful deliberation, huts slower
Even the most innocent
decision-making process.
The dictatorship is very ef- looking toys are potentially
ficient in that decisions can be dangerous in the hands of the
made quickly with little regard wrong child.
That's the basic message
for opposing viewpoints. A
democracy tries to avoid making from Food and Drug Adminhasty and immature decisions by istration toy safety experts
requiring that many people join who are trying to reduce the
in the decision-making process. number of toy injuries in the
United States, a figure put at
However, the delays cause a
backlog of bills waiting for ac- 700,000 annually by the govtion On October 2. the House of ernment.
Representatives was scheduled
to consider forty-six separate
bills. This flood of last minute
legislation is a result of our timeconsuming debates.
Needless to say, we did not get
around to all of those forty-six
bills Some of the bills were of
major importance and others
made you wonder just what they
encompassed. For instance, two
of the bills we failed to get to were
the Rabbit Meat Inspection Act
and the Jellyfish Appropriations
Act.,
But some bills of consequence
were passed during that hectic
session-such as the Anti•
Hijacking
Act
and
the Some stuffed animals can be
Emergency Medical Services easily taken apart by a child-Act. Also, we had time to pass a
exposing dangerous wiring unflood control bill that should
derneath. Check for unprotecbring some relief to West Tented wiring around the ears,
nesseans.
arms and legs before purchasI must admit that the delays of ing such a
toy.
democracy sometimes are
Happily,
thanks to the
frustrating. This is just as true
for us legislators as it is for the FDA, consumer groups and
manufacturers,
public at large. But, before the concerned
frustration becomes unbearable, toys are, in fact, safer than
ever--but
there are ways to
always remember that no
alternative form of government keep the accident rate down.
The most important factor
ran measure up to dfemocracy.
And. I don't mind saying that I is parental supervision. Whethprefer a democracy with all its er children are playing infaults over any other type of doors or out, alone or with
others,they must be watched.
government,

Ed Jones Reports'

c&uction ,Seruitt
COL. RUSERT AINLEY
LICENSED & BONDED

CONSIGNMENTS
DISPERSALS
ESTATES

(Aucti•nowl

LIQUIDATIONS
KY.-TENN, 16
DUKEDOM, TENNESSEE 38226
PHONE 901 822-3593, OFFICE 472-1371
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Sorvic• Is Our
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Model 7586—in Mediterranean breakfront styling.
and automatically adjusts the picture for perfect viewing. Shown:
The Videomatic Eye "sees" the light changes in your room

This Videmaokemastic® Eye

Magnavox TA.C.the most totally automatic
color system you can buy!
The only color set
that automatically adjusts
its picture to changing
light conditions
Magnavox T.A.C. (Total Automatic Color) not only
automatically compensates for all those things from
outside the house that can mess up your picture; now
Magnavox T.A.C. with Videpmatic automatically compensates for the one thing inside the house that can
mess up your picture: changing room light! The Videomatic Eye actually "sees" the changing light in your
room and automatically adjusts the color, brightness
and contrast—to give you the best possible color-right
picture. In a bright room. Or an in-between room. Day
or night! Now Magnavox T.A.C. with Videomatic not
only automatically keeps flesh tones natural and pic-

tures sharp when the scene changes, or when you
switch from channel to channel—it also adjusts automatically to changing room light. No other color set
has anything like it!

New Modular
100%
Solid-State
100% Solid-State is the most
reliable Color TV you can buy.
And now Magnavox takes
solid-state technology a solid
step forward. Now Magnavox
builds its solid-state chassis
with five major plug-in circuit
panels with plug-in transistors
and plug-in mini-modules. That makes service a snap

—easier, faster, less expensive! In fact, this chassis has
received the National Electronic Association's "SERVICEABILITY DESIGN AWARD."

Free service
for one full year
That means we'll repair the set free of charge (parts
and labor) when anything goes wrong (which is highly
unlikely) and it's Magnavox's fault. T.A.C. with exclusive Videomatic, Modular 100% Solid -State', and one
year free service: Three more reasons why we say ...

FINE FURNITURE STYLES
SELECT FROM A WIDE VARIETY OF AUTHENTIC
C MODELS ARE PRICED FROM
MAGNIFICENT MAGNAVOX SOLID-STATE/VIDEOMATI

$599.00

• Installation and Service by our own Service Department.

WADE TELEVISION
Layaway Now For Christmas!

gat

A Small Deposit Will Hold.

Offici
for flt
Orem
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ornament Staff Writer
WINGO, 14.—"0 come to the
church In the wIldwood, 0 came

to the church in the dale..."
For fifty years the Rev. Houstee M. Stallard has been coming to church to preach the gospel and Sunday the Fellowship
aptist Church celebrated its
stor's 50th anniversary of
of preaching.

Barney Thweatt, Fulton, Ky.
Mayfield High school cage coach at Oldham
County and Paducah
Principal, Quits He served as prinicpalTilghman.
of North

224 while sales for the first
nine months totaled 8171,512 or
74.8% of the county's annual
$229,200. Sales a year
MAYFIELD, Ky., Nov. 10— Marshall High School two years goal of
ago were $181,208.
Barney Thweatt, principal of before coming to Mayfield in
sales for the
Kentucky's
Mayfield High School since 1970, 1970.
A spokesman for the city month were $5,521,029 while
has resigned, effective Dec. 31,
of education said cumulative sales for the year
to .e nter private business. board
reached $52,016,135 or 86.2%
Thweatt tendered his resigna- Thweatt's sucecssor will be of the State's annual goal of
a
earned
at
later
date.
$60,3000,000. Sales a year ago
tion in • letter to city superinwere $46,296,086.
tendent Don Sparks.
Nationally, sales of Series E
A Marshall County native,
and H Savings Bonds were $472
Thweatt played on the Brewers
million during the month. Sales
state championship basketball
a year ago were $415 million.
team in 1948, and later played
The cash value of all the series
at Memphis State and Murray
Sales of Series E and H outstanding total $57,247 milSavings Bonds In Fulton Coun- lion.
State.
ty
for
high
September were $20,
He was a successful

Mr. Suthard founded Fellowship Baptist Church In April of
1966 with 41( charter members.
The red brick church stands
near the preacher's home just
outside of Wing° where a small
lake Is located.
"I answer the call to preach
In August, 1922, and was ordained by the Cuba Baptist
Church. The Cuba Church then
called me to be its Fainter and

Savings Bonds
Sales Are Up Here

For the girl who gets around
... from career to home
to run -about weekends.
The front moves up to hug
the foot. Tailoring you
beautifully for looking great
and feeling great, too.

ONE 3-0Z. BOTTLE
OF YOUR CHOICE
WITH EACH RLL-UP
OF 8 GALS. OR MORE
AT PARTICIPATING
GULF DEALERS

$19.99
11,4* LETTERS—In 1945 at Mr. Suthard's
home IL* letters were ready ter mailing
to men in the service. Gathered around thr
pile of letters were (from left'

Colors- CameL Blue, Black

CrISUft OUT WELL-DRED

life Stride.
sticrs

Summerville, the Rev. Hobart Summerville,
Mrs. Suthard, Mr. Suthard, Gene Edwards,
Lillian Taylor, Betty Oliver, and Bffly Suds-

I accepted," Mr. Suthard re- 011ie Barton Suthard, the 70-1
ship with the Baptist pastor at
lates.
year-old minister is remembered
That was his first church and throughout the area as the man that time. Other employes of

since that one, he has served as
pastor in a Baptist ctivrch in
Graves County every year with
only one five-month time out.
The Baptist preacher has con
ducted approximately 20,000
services, 1,500 funerals, and hundreds of marriages. The first
funeral he conducted was that
of Billy Martin in 1921 in Cuba
and the first wedding was that
of Charlie Taylor and Miss Minnie George In 1924.
"I've preached many funerals
for three and four generations
in the same families. One example was Dave Hopkins' family. I preached at his funeral,

Mayfield's new radio station
who "prayed for the boys" on
were Kenneth Thmer, manager,
radio during World War I1.
Ray Turner, engineer, Paul
The broadcast, which was Smithson, announcer, Betty Oliheard over WPAD-Radio in Pa- ver, secretary, and Lou Delle
ducah during the early 1940s, Mullins, secretary.
was the "connecting link beThe station was sold around
wren our boys in the service 1956.
and their friends at home," Mr.Mr, Suthard was back on
Suthard relates.
WNGO Sunday when the sera"It came about accidentally. - ices of Fellowship Baptist
I got a letter from Gayle Wil- Church were broadcast from 11
liams, a member of Trace Creek a.m, until noon and from 2 to 3
Baptist Church and read it over p.m.
WPAD during one of my regChurch people throughout the
ularly-scheduled programs and area 'came to the church
announced that I would write in the wildwood" to celebrate

him. The response was unbelievable!" according to Mr.
his son Everett's, his grandson
Suthard.
Joe's, and his great-grand-

child's, Mrs. Clarence Gray's
baby," according to the Baptist
pastor.
He performed the marriages
of W. L. Mullins, his own fatherin-law, of Evelyn Mullins who is
Mullins' daughter, and Steve
Lambroff, ci Truitt Suthard, the
grandson, and Betty Oliver, and
J ohnn y Suthard, the greatgrandson, and Barbara Saxon.
The Lambroffs now reside in
Mayfield, while Mr. Suthard's
son, Truitt, and grandson, Johnny, live near the lake here.
May and Houston Suthard
have two other sons—Glenn, who
lives in Florida. and Billy, a
resident of Mississippi.
The preacher and his wife
were married on Dec. 24. 1922.
He has served three terms as
moderator of the Graves County
Association of Baptists (1932-33,
1940-41, 1945-46) and preached
the association's annual sermon
three times. He also served on
the state board one term.
The son of the late Oscar and

the 50th anniversary of Mr.
Suthard's preaching career.

Give yew. *Weds delickses, esteseply dif forget Hever with Swiss Chalet dress...
Smooth, eshdenering. Vernerns pecked Per
freshness Unlike eny **seine you're ewe
nested

AT PARTICIPATING
GULF DEALERS WHERE YOU SEE
THE FREE SALAD DRESSING SIGN.

OFFER ENDS NOVEMBER 30TH, 1972

From that moment, he began
giving lists of the names on radio
of those boys who were "doing
fine," those in the hospital, and
others who wrote to him, urging
listeners to "pray for the boys."

PAPER BACK BOOKS: We
buy, sell and trade paper back
books.
Allen's Pottery, Mar"During the war the governtin Hiway, South FMSton, Tenn.
ment was particular about giving names to the public and one
REM Wheelchairs, crutches
day Gene Peak, the manager of
and other convislescent aids at
WPAD then, told me I would
,CITY SUPER 'DRUG 4013 Lake
have to quit reading the lists
Fulton. Ky.
111.
upon request

Get the habit of Systematic
rier Christmas next year.

of the government," Mr. Suthard recalls.
r DRAPERIES MADE FRE)..
"I wrote to the FCC and got
litm you purchase your ma-

permission to continue my pro-1. terial from our wide selection
gram, but no longer could MI
p2t.terns. co/ors and
give the locations of the boys.'"
'Ms. P. N. Hirsch & Coin he added.
The radio broadcaster commended the late U. S. Rep, Noble Gregory and A. B. "Happy"
Chandler, former governor and
senator, for helping him in his
efforts to continue his program.
"1 got letters from around the
world from boys I'd never heard
St or seen. They sent foreign
money, which I still have, as
well as American money on behalf of the program. I tried to
read as many as 100 letters a
week if I could and when the

1972 SINGER Repossessed.
In good condition. Makes buttonholes, monograms, darn;
appliques, overcasts, and many
decorative designs. 562.12 cash
or icirms can be arranged. For
free home trial call 642-7494
I :iris. Tenn collect.

140 A WEEK OR MORE
SP ARE TIME? AVON esti11,;ites many Avon Representaill es eirn that much. Find out
flow cas-y it is to get started.
program ended, it took two trail- Call, 898-2708 or write:
Mrs.
ers to haul the letters away," .11. Taylor, Box 1022, Paducah,
Mr. Suthard says.
42001.
Ko
One day, Mr. Suthard, his wife

See us. . . for equipment that
simplifies office operation and
increases efficiency. . . for
executive furniture designed and
arranged for impressive appearance
as well as convenience. .. for
general office furniture that's

Offices Furnished, Equipped
for Better Appearance...and
Greater Efficiency! See Us

ind sons, and friends mailed
ALL BRANDS Sewing ma
11,000 letters to servicemen in rhinos repaired; 2-day service.
response to letters they had re- Home service. All work guaranteed for 30 days. Austin Received.
Also during the early 1940s, pair Service; phone 472-2618.
the Wingo preacher wrote and
published "Amazing Gra cc
News," which included copies of
"war letters" and other local
news. A copy was placed In
each of the 11,000 letters mailed

TO OUR POODLE customers: sorry, we will not be able
to groom after Dec. 14, until
Jan. 2. Make appointments
now for holiday work. Ann

two days after Germany sur- Covington; 470-2229.
rendered in 1945.
The Lemon Printing Company
1172 sTEHEo- Responsible
of Mayfield printed the publica- party to take over notes on
tion and, according to the own- 1972 Stereo in good condition
er, Scott Lemon, it was pub- Has AM FM radio, tape deck
lished from 1943-1950 and the cir- ionnections 11 inch turntable
culation was always between dual speaker system and 4
speed record changer. 564.18
4,000 and 11,000.
cash or easy terms For free
"The expense of the radio prohome trial without obligation
gram and the paper ran becall 642,7494 Paris, Tenn.
tween $200 and $300 per week lett.
and every bit of it was paid for
by freewill offerings. 1 never
SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO
asked for a penny," Mr. SuthWanted responsible party to
ard remembers.
take over spinet piano. Can he

In 1943, the Baptist preacher .cen locally. Write Credit Manpublished a booklet entitled ager. P. 0. Box 276. Shelby"What Must I Do To Be Saved?" ville, Indiana 46176.
Thousands were sent out free
upon request to the author.
At 3 p.m. on Jan. 7, 1947,
WNGO radio went on the air in
Mayfield with Mr. Suthard
tessi WM Nun Tim
reading passages from "Amazing Grace News."
:
Lf.01 '
He built the radio station in
1946 on borrowed money after
•Ckl 6
1%4
5
1
CBS took his program time on
WPAD. "When my time was
i
t
taken by the network, out of
I TIRES TILVED i
haste, I just decided to build
.
my own station," Mr. Suthard
1
said. (WNGO served as initials
Wheels
Balanced
i
for "We Need God Only.")

WANTED!

THE OFFICE SUPPLY STORE

MIKE BUTTS
HICKMAN 236-2726
FULTON 472-1600
208 COMMERCIAL AVENUE

"I had no money or political
prestige, but somehow it waz
built and paid for," he added.
Paul Mullins was in partnerBanana bread may be used
for sandwiches with a filling of

cream cheese.

I

N
g
miznas ALIGNED1

City Tire Co.
101 W. State Line
Ik. ham - Pb 47141414

To '72 Christmas Club members, congratulations! But, if you missed out on club membership this year, plan ahead! Our '73
Christmas Club is open now. Be among the
first to join . . save a little every week ..
have plenty of money for next Christmas.

111)
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SALAD DRESSING

GIANT TIDE

SHORTENING

6

5 Lb. Bag
Plus

694

Y

PORK & BEANS

SUGAR

tb

3 Lb. Can

BATHROOM TISSUE

Quality

Quart

Stamp.

494

Stamt,:

FRYERS

Plus

104

Quality
Stamp.,

ROLLS

DINNER

,
FRESH HENS

..s. (..1(JV I'. IN:+1.-)1._,CT,

594

Plus
Quality

390

CUCILRTORNAEITV

H YDS;
PARK

BREAKFAST

Lb. 79c

PORK CHOPS

PORK QUARTER

Lb. 99c

CHOPS

-

794

COUNTRY STYLE

U. S. GOV'T. INSPECTED

Lb. Sik

BIBS

Lb. $1.19

TURKEY BREAST

I

10 To 14 Lbs.

5 To 9 Lb

594

694

WHOLE OR HALF SLAB

KREY ALL-MEAT

SLAB BACON

FRANKS

Lb. 69c

SLICES

REELFOOT HAMS

BONELESS HAMS
L:hole or Half

S

16-oz.

303 Sizelel

303 Size

16-oz.

4 $1

BOILED CUSTARD

303 Size Can
16-oz.

TOMATO CATSUP

)it..1

12-oz. Can

4

Ft,R

V AN

APPLE SAUCE

TOMATO JUICE

29

17-oz.
CAN
1 303 size

PLUS QUALITY STAMI-'S
CHARMIN
4 ROLL
PKG.

c:.kr.r,,

BEEF STEW

SWEET PEAS
17 oz

303 Size
17-oz.

24-oz.
Cat.

$1

69'

303 Size Can

\ V.

OR
F:.)1J1E12'3

COFFEE

1 LB. CAN

MAXWELL HOUSE

910 SALTINES
1.1 1 1. ( lr WHITE

VAN CAMP

HART'S

CHERRIE S

4 $1

WHITE HOMINY

BLEACH

8 $1

39

3001 e

15'

EACH
----- -

(1 LB. BOXES)

R Al

1.
117 .N/

1.

PRINCE ER`C

BABY FOOD
jars8

MIXED NUTS
13-oz. Can

S I AAIP:,

CABBAGE
STALK

----------

80

LB.

............

CRANBERRIES

E.W.JAMES F1 SONS/

29

SUPERMARKET'

OCEAN SPRAY

3

1

P.-

MO. !•10M.1

ctifinr

WER
CAULIFLO
'1

49C

FLAVORKIST

Made By The Purex People

HEADS

45c

GLENN VALLEY

46-oz. Can

59

16-0Z. BAG

111

Plus Quality Stamp:,

ST );.1...1,\'S

HONEY POD

SWEET PEAS

GOLDEN CORN

9' BATHROOM TISSUE

PURE MILK CO.
QUART

32-oz. Bottle

4

Plus Quality Stamp.,

Sr JK E LY'S

TOKE LY'S

PLA •
QUA'S'
STAMPS

GREEN BEANS

2 Lb. Jar 59c

CRAPE JELLY

l' jrl.

Plus Quality Stamp,

Plus Quality Stamp-

5 Lbs. _ _ _ _ $1.00

STICK OLEO

jn„

SHRED KRAUT

PUMPKIN

303 Size
Can

2 Lb. Box __ 79c

LB.

KRAFT

MARBEL

CHEESE SPREAD

59c

$1,09

Lb. 59c

Lb. 69c

SPREADIT

V2 Lb. Box

4

Lb. 79c

Lb.69c

TENDERATED HAMS

SHANK PORTION

SHANK HALF

BUTT HALF

WHOLE 15 - 19 LBS.

E. W. JAMES

TEA

59c

12-or.. Pkg.

KREY CARVEMASTli

$1.2_9

1 i

Beltsville Turkeys

HEN TURKEYS

DUCKLINGS

394

'1 1 •-• 1

l‘1.1.

1 1 I.

b.N1 0:1?!.

10 To 16 Lbs.

35

Lb. 79c

LOIN SLICED

I',

1

16 To 20 1,1,

Lb. 99c

CHOPS

LOIN

HEN TURKEYS

1

PKGS.

tOn

END CUT

TOM TURKEYS

Quality
Stamp..

SLICED BACON

PORK CHOPS
1

,

Plus

I

CI.1\:1'r..?

89 C.
-
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saMAXFSAVINGS"

Plus Quality Stamps
THU
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES. THIS AD GOOD

Y N.V. 5TH THRU NOV. 22ND 1972.

$16.95 VALUE!
SENSATIONAL OFFER!

Jr.Grandfather

CLOCK
ONLY $8.99
BY

the home eji lone

ASK OUR CASHIERS TO EXPLAIN
THIS FABULOUS OFFER TO YOU. _

